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I am very pleased to welcome Professor Robert T. Schumacher to the CAS Editorial Board as AssociateEditor for
Musical Acoustics. Bobwill beresponsible for thereview process ofpapersrelating to musical acoustics inthe Jour-
nal. A thoroughreview processis key to maintaining andeven enhancingthe qualityofthe Journal'scontents, and
Bob is exceptionally well-qualified to direct this function. As we note onpage 49, this year he marks his 25thanni-
versary as a CAS member. AProfessor ofPhysics at Carnegie—Mellon University since 1957,he hasresearched and
writtenextensively on violin acoustics. Readers ofthis Journalwillrecall his paper (with S. Garoff) "Bowingwith a
Glass Bow," in the November 1996 issue, with theremarkable images ofthe slip-stick bowed-string motion at the
point ofcontact between bow andstring. A number ofhispapers areincludedin the recentpublication,Research Pa-
pers in Violin Acoustics 1975—1993, edited by Carleen Hutchins and Virginia Benade. (Look for the review by
Neville Fletcher in this issue of the Journal.) Aviolinist, Professor Schumacher plays aviolin made for him by Cur-
tin & Alf(also CAS members).

Somereaders havewondered aboutthesection ofthe Journaldesignated"Violinmaker's Forum." We haveusedthis
designation toflag papers that should be ofparticular interesttopracticing luthiers. Papers in this sectionmay focus
on using acousticalprinciples andresearch findings in the process of instrument makingand may be somewhat less
technical. Some papers willdescribe tools, jigs,andtechniques that facilitate goodconstruction. As we have said be-
fore, goodcraftsmanship isessential if instruments are toembody advances inknowledge ofviolin acoustics.

It may be important to know that all papers in the Journal pass through a formal process of writtenreviews by
anonymousreviewers. AssociateEditor JohnRanderson ofColorado Stringsmanages thereview process for many
ofthe papers that appearin the "Forum" section. In addition to workingin his shop, Johnhas writtenfor this Jour-
nal and the Stradandiscollaborating withKarl Roy on abook onviolinmaking.

I encourage you toread the announcement onpage 52 for ISMA '98: ToneandTechnology in Musical Acoustics
tobe held nearSeattle, Washington in June 1998. Planning is underway, andthe organizing committee would ap-
preciate hearingfrom persons whowant toparticipate orattend.

As always, we appreciate yourfeedback about the Journalso that it can be improved andbetter meetthe members'
needs.

Goodreading!
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THE HELMHOLTZRESONANCE AND HIGHER AIR MODES
OF THE HARP SOUNDBOX

Alexander J. Bell
Centre for Combined Studies

Heriot-Watt University

Theairmodesofarigid soundboxofthe Salvi "Orchestra" ConcertHarpare analysed.
A Helmholtzian modeplus higher air modes arefound. The Helmholtzian mode is
modelled using an elliptical approximation. Theresonantfrequencies andprofiles oftheairmodesareaffectedby theapertures in therearandhaseofthesoundbox.

The Helmholtzian mode onstringed
musical instruments has been the

subject of much research (Askenfelt
(1992), Firth (1977), Christensen (1980),
Bissenger(1983), Fletcher (1977)). Apre-
vious study of the clarsach (the small
harp native to Scotland) (Firth (1977))
found noevidence of any Helmholtzian
resonance.

Kinsler and Frey (1982) provide the
theory for the resonant frequency of a
Helmholtzresonator:

where
c is thevelocityofsound in air (m/s)
Kis thevolumeof theresonator (m 3)
A is the areaofaperture(m2)
lis the lip length ofthe aperture(m)
Al is the aperturecorrection of the
aperture(m)

The aperture corrections for simple
geometries are well established (Ingard
1953). As regards more complex aper-
ture shapes, Cremer (1984) employs an
elliptical approximation. The formula
for the aperturecorrection of an ellipti-
cal resonator is:

where bis the major axis of the ellipse The Helmholtzian Mode of the
(m) and sis the eccentricity of the el- "Orchestra" Soundbox
lipse. The integral can be replaced by a
summation to infinity, provided that z1 The Experimental Technique
is less thanunity. 'p^g experimental procedure was

The Salvi "Orchestra* Capital^
harp is typical ofmost

Shoulder

Soundboard

Feet

concert harps without
extended soundboards.
There are four main
parts: thebase, column,
string arm and sound-
box. The strings rise
from eyelets on the
soundboard to pegs on
the string arm. The
soundboardis aflexible
spruceplate with beech Column
bars. The soundbox
consists of a spruce
laminate shell, 3 mm trmgs

thick, in a semiconical
shape. The total volume
oftheenclosedair in the

ExtremeHeight:soundbox is (2.7 ± 0.2) 173 cm
xlo'2m3. Extreme Width:

110cm
Extreme Width

of

Soundboard:

40 cm

Riccarton, Edinburgh, EH 14 4AS
Scotland

e-mail: A.Bell@hw.ac.uk
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quite straightforward. The soundbox amplifier andphasemeter. Information
was buried under sandbags in a bath. on resonant frequency, Q-factor and
Some 120kg of sand was used. In initial phase was collected for enclosed air
testing, placing skg masses inside the modes. This is presented graphically
soundbox and on the soundboard did —see for example, Figure 2. Following
not affect the major resonances of the the convention set by Jansson (1977),
enclosed air. The rigid bass end of the thephase is taken as nat the bass end of
soundbox was left exposed, so that a mi- thesoundbox.
crophone (B +X 1/4 inch) could be
passed through aperture No. 6to vari- The HelmholtzResonators oTlndividual
ouspositions inside the soundbox. Apertures

The apertures at the back of the The first stage of this investigation
soundbox could be covered with was to open each aperture in turn and
tight-fitting lead plates, with the sand determine whether the soundboxcould
bags over them. All the experimental support a Helmholtzian mode with one
work was conducted in an anechoic open aperture. For the bass end aper-
chamber. A signal from a Heterodyne ture (No. 6), a resonance wasfound at75
analyser (B + X 2010) was amplified and Hz. Its characteristics (Figure 2) show as
then sent to a small loudspeaker. This Helmholtzian with the entire enclosed
loudspeaker was placed either by an air volume vibrating as a single unit,
open aperture or inside the soundbox. Similar modes were found when aper-
Any air excitation was detected by the tures 1,2,3,4 were each opened in turn
1/4 inch microphone and the SPL and (Figure 2)—thefrequencies andQ-values
phase of any resonance could be meas- are given in Table 2. The trebleend ap-
ured using an accompanying measuring erture (N0.5) was found tobeunable to

The numberingand shapes ofthe
apertures:Apertures 1 to 5 areal-

Shape

of

Apertures 1- 5 . ,
most rectangular, whileaperture

Aperture

6is oval. Table 1 gives theareas
and lip-lengths of the apertures.
The originalpurposeoftheseaper-
tures was in stringing: a hand

eyelet.

could be inserted into the sound-
box to pull a string through its

Table 1 - The areasand liplengths of
the apertures

sustain a Helmholtzian mode when it
was operating into the volume of the en-
tiresoundbox.

Theoretical work to confirm these
values depend on the calculation of the
aperture corrections. Kinsler and Frey
(1982) cite:

2AI = 0.96x (Area ofAperture) 172

The error on the theoretical values of
the Helmholtz resonances is + 5%, due
mainly to the difficulty in determining
the volume of the soundbox. Using this
formula for aperturecorrection, we gain
thetheoretical values asgivenin Table 2.
As four of the five cases are in agree-
ment, this simple method seems to be a
reasonable meansofpredicting resonant
frequencies.

The Development ofthe Helmholtzian
Mode

Clearly the soundbox can support a
Helmholtzian mode when a single aper-
ture is open, exceptfor Aperture No. 5.
The question remains whetherthere is a
Helmholtzian mode when all the aper-
tures are open. A programmeof testing
was conducted, where the apertures
were systematically unblocked and the
characteristics of the Helmholtzian
mode were monitored using the loud-
speaker and microphone. In all, some
six stageswerenoted andsomeof there-
sults are shown in Figure li to Figure
liii. In eachset ofplots, the sketch of the
soundbox shows which of the apertures
are open. The mode with all the aper-

Dimensions of theApertures
Number A (cm) B (cm)

1 16.5 6.0
2 18.0 5.5

3 18.4 4.8
4 18.4 4.1

5 17.2 3.5

6 11.5 6.5

Aperture
Number

Area
(x 10"4 m 2)

Liplength
(xlo- 2 m)

1 91 1.6

2 93 1.5

3 77 1.5

4 68 13

5 58 1.2

6 67 2.1
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Table 2 - Theexperimental and theoreticalvalues ofthe Helmholtzian resonances t"ls was done.
There are three features to note in

Figure 1. Thefirst is the obvious point
that theresonant frequency increases as
the numberof open apertures. Thesec-
ond point is that the shape of the SPL
plots changes as more apertures are
opened. In thefirst case (Figure li), the
SPL level rises by 10 dB from the bass
end to the treble, while in the last case
(Figure liii), the SPL drops by 20 dB
from the bass end to the treble. This is
predicted by Kinsler and Frey (1982,
Section 8.10) who show that the at-
tenuation of a branched pipe princi-
pally affects low frequency modes and
varies directly with the cross-section

of the individual apertures onthe soundbox

tures open was examined in particular tion loudspeaker beside three different areaof the main branch. Thethird, and
detail. The characteristic of this mode apertures. There were only marginal final, point is that thephase characteris-
was determined thrice, with the excita- differences in modeprofile and Q when tics of the mode change as the aperture

Figure 1 - Thedevelopmentof theHelmholtzian mode Figure2 -Thedevelopmentof theA 1mode

Hi Apertures

1234,5

and6open (190 HzQ=6)

ii Apertures 234,5and6open{146Hz Q=6)

Aperture 6open
£BHz«Q=fl)

Apertures 2.3A5andSopen
277Hz|Q=7)

Apertures I.23Asand6cpen
292Hz(Q=6)

Aperture
Number

Helmholtz Frequency
Experimental Value

Q- value Helmholtzian Frequency
Theoretical Value (Hz)

(Hz)

6 75 10 84 ± 4

1 87 9 94 ±5

2 94 9 96 ± 5

3 88 11 91 ± 4

4 86 10 88 + 4
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Table3 - A comparison betweentheoretical andexperimental valuesfor the
Helmholtzresonance,with changes in the apertureparameters

is opened. Initially, the phase only we would expect to find a family of
changes by 15°from bass end to treble, higher order modes (of 3^/4, 5A/4 etc.)
by thepoint when all the apertures are and it will be shown below that we do
opened, the phase change is nearly 90° not. This mode is affectedby changes in
(86° to be precise). both aperture area and volume. It will

The question arises as to whether the be shown below that this mode can be
mode at 190Hz is aHelmholtzian mode modelled as a Helmholtz resonance
or a standing wave (of quarter-wave- using an elliptical approximationfor the
length). If it were a A/4 standing wave, apertures.

Predicting the Helmholtzian Frequency
oT the MultiaperturedSoundbox

An adaptation of Cremer's method
was used in this case. The participating
apertures(No. 1-4 and 6) weremodelled
as an ellipse with the same area. The
valueof the minor axis was set as the av-
erage of the widths of these apertures
(2.7 cm) and the major axis was deter-
mined to be 45.8 cm, giving the ellipse
aneccentricity of0.998. Using the two
formulae, shown above, the resonant
frequency was determined tobe (186 +
9) Hz, the experimentalvalue being 190
Hz. This method of determining the
Hemholtzian frequency was tested on
some 21 modifications to the aperture
profiles. Theresults are shown in Table
3

;

in 20 out of2 1 cases, thecalculated and
experimental values agree to within the
errormargin.

The Higher Order Air Resonances
in the Soundbox

Background and Experimental
Technique

Although Meyer (1975) reported
work on the guitar, Jansson (1977) was
one of the first researchers to describe
the higher order resonances of a guitar
and violin shaped cavity. Firth (1977)
reported a number ofsuch modes on the
clarsach soundbox, which he stated
were not affected by the closure of any
apertures.

The experimental techniquefor deter-
mining these mode characteristics is the
same as for the investigation of the
Helmholtz modes. The exception is
with the transverse mode, where a small
(telephone) loudspeaker was placed in-
side thesoundbox.

The ExperimentalResults
Thefirst five higher order air modes

were monitored. These are labelled AI
to A5, following Jansson's notation.
The developmentsof these modes as the
apertures are systematically opened are
shown in Figures 2-6.

Looking at the first trace (Trace i) in
each of these figures, we see thecharac-
teristics of a family of standing wave
modes operating along the length of the

Change in Parameter Experimental
Value(Hz)

Theoretical
Value(Hz)

all aperturesopenandnormal size 190 186 ± 9

closing Aperture 1 only 164 163 ± 8

closing Aperture 2only 168 163 ± 8

closing Aperture 3 only 178 172 ± 8

closing Aperture 4 only 181 173 ± 8

closing Aperture 6 only 162 170 ± 8

increasingAperture 1 to 190cm 206 208 ± 10

decreasingAperture 1 to 64 cm 186 185 ± 9

decreasing Aperture 1to 43 cm 2 182 175 ±- 8

increasing Aperture2 to 176cm 196 198 ± 10

decreasing Aperture 2 to 64 cm 2 186 179 ± 10

decreasing Aperture2 to 43 cm 182 176 ± 8

increasingAperture 3 to 150cm2 193 196 ± 10

decreasing Aperture 3 to 61cm 187 183 ± 9

decreasing Aperture 3 to 40cm2 186 178 ± 9

increasingAperture4 to 140cm2 197 199 ± 10

decreasing Aperture4 to 54cm 186 184 ± 9

decreasing Aperture4 to 36cm2 184 181 ± 9

increasingAperture 6 to 120cm 199 193 ± 10

decreasingAperture 6 to

AC

>cm 186 177 ± 9

decreasingAperture 6 to 30cm 2 184 173 ± 9
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soundbox. All the modes show antino- the soundbox, when only the bass end gradually diminishing SPL towards the
dal regions separated by deep nodal aperture(Aperture No. 6) is open, are in treble end of the soundbox. Such at-
troughs. Thepeak-trough height is usu- theratio: tenuation could be due to the array of
ally between 10 and 15 dB. The phase 1.23 : 2.08 : 3.03 : 4.00 : 5.00 apertures acting as a High-pass

filter,

diagrams for these modes show changes and compare well with Morse's theory. The Q-values of the mode also falls,
of

7i,

2n, 3tc, 4% and 57t, though there is a Furthermore, the calculated length of from 10 to 6 over the stages, because of
small "overshoot" of—at most—7t/3 for the soundbox, obtained by taking the the increasedlosses throughthe open ap-
the A2and A3 modes. This phase pro- frequencies of theA4andA5modes give ertures.
gression confirms that this is a family of the length of the soundbox as 1.27m, TheA2Mode(Figure 3): Again, thefre-
A/2 modes. whichis correct toa fewcentimetres. quency and mode shape both change,

Morse (1936) has calculated the reso- As the apertures were opened, the with a slight shift in the position of the
nant frequencies of a conical horn of modesAlto A5allchanged in shapeand nodal points. The resonant frequency
similar shape to the soundbox, which frequency: this is in antithesis to Firth. rises from 283 Hz to 423 Hz. As with
can be applied to the low-frequency As the changes are quite specific, each AI, there is aregion of gently decreasing
analysisof thissoundbox (below thefre- modewill be consideredin turn. SPL at the trebleend of thebox anda de-
quency of the first transverse mode). TheA 1Mode(Figure 2): The frequency creasein Q-value(from 12to7) as theap-
Theresonant frequencies of such a coni- and shape of this mode both change as ertures are opened,
cal horn arein theratio: the apertures are opened: thefrequency TheA3 Mode(Figure 4): The effect of

1.20 : 2.10 : 3.00: 4.00: 5.00 rises from 168 Hz (at stage i) to 292 Hz opening the apertures is not so pro-
The frequencies of these air modes in (by stage iii). There is a long region of nounced on the A3 mode as on thepre-

Figure 3 - The developmentof theA2mode Figure 4 - Thedevelopment oftheA3 mode

SFUdB)

2D 40 60 80 100 120detame along soundboxfcm)

distance dang soundboxfcm)

/Apertures ond6 open
422 Hz fQ=7)

Phase

Apertures 12345and6 open
423 Hz (Q =7)

SPUdB)
20r *

V63Y
zi Z5 co eb 100 120

distance dong soundbox(cm)

Fhase

Aperture6 open
414Hz (Q=23)

Phase

Apertures 2345and6cpen
520 Hz (0=16)

Phase

Apertures 12345and6cpen
5201* (Q= 10)
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vious two. Theresonant frequencyrises modes. The frequencies of the modes modes of the completed instrument and
from 414 Hz to 530 Hz. The nodal posi- can no longer be predicted by Morse's thus represents a very strong factor in
tions only shift slightly. There is no at- method. the tonal quality of the bass strings of
tenuation of SPL to the trebleend of the A Transverse Mode: One transverse the harp,
box, though there is a decease in mode was identified. This occurs at 545
Q-value,from 23 to 10. Hz in thebass end of the soundbox. As Conclusion

TheA4andA5Modes(Figures 5 and 6): the nodal line is along the apertures, Both Helmholtzian and Higher
There are only slight increases in reso- closing these apertures does not affect Order standing waves have been de-
nant frequencies as the apertures are theresonant frequencyorprofile. tected on a rigid harp soundbox. The
opened. The A 4resonance changes Helmholtzian mode can be modelled
from 545 Hz to 620 Hz, the A5from Enclosed Air Resonances on the using an elliptical approximation of the
680Hz to 720 Hz. There is no shift in Completed, Strung Instrument apertures. Both sets of modes are af-
nodal positions or change of mode Experimentation on a complete harp fected by the aperture configuration.
cross-Section. There is only a slight detected a very strong resonance of the The Helmholtzresonance is very strong
change in Q-value (A4: from 16 to 15, entiresoundbox at 187Hz, which could on thecompleted, strungharp. H CASJ
A5from 36to 30). be affected by closing Apertures 1 to 4.

The Phases of the Modes: Modes A2, Investigation of SPL and phase showed ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
A3 , A4and A5form a series of modes it to be ofsimilar form to the Helmholtz The authorwouldIke to thankDr lonFirth of
with phases of 27i, 3ti, 47r and 57i, show- mode found on the rigid soundbox. University ofSt Andrews,

Fife,

Scotlandfor his
ing that this is a group of half-wave This mode is the gravest of the resonant guidance andacademicsupport He would

Figure 5 - The developmentof theA4mode Figure6 - Thedevelopmentof theA5mode

SPUdB!
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Apertures 2345and6open
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Fhase

Apertures 12345and6 open
620Hz(Q=15)

SPUdB)

distance alcng soundbox(cm)

distance alcng soundboxfcm)

distance alcng soundboxfcm)

Fhase

Aperture6 open
680Hz (0=36)

Fhase

Apertures 2345and6cpen
717HzD=32)

Fhase

Apertures 12345 ond6cpen
720 Hz Q=3o)
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ON BODYRESONANCE C3AND VIOLIN CONSTRUCTION
Erik V. Jansson, Benedykt K. Niewczyk , andLars Fryden

Department of Speech, Music and Hearing
Royal Institute of Technology (KTH)

Stockholm, Sweden
email: erik@speech.kth.se

Previously, high quality, soloist violins have been found to have a prominent
resonance peak between 500 and 600 Hz. The authors lookfor answers to two
questionsrelated to this peak: is the soundpost placed on a nodal line in order not to
dampentheresonance andis theresonancemadeprominentby thedesignofplates and
ofribs? With a smallweightfixed todifferentpositions ofthe experimental violin it is
shownthatmaximum sensitivity isfound atthe upperandlowerendblocksandatthe
c-bouts. The result indicates that clamping the chinrest beside the lower block is
acousticallyfavourable andthattheresonance is affectedby the neck. In answerto the
two questions, theexperiments indicate that thesoundpost normally is close to butnot
on a nodal line and the peak level can be affected by the soundpost. For the C3
resonance thebackplate seems to be moreimportant than the topplate.

In an investigation of 25 high, soloist c-bout and oneat the upper edge in cen- 1982a). The C3resonance has also been
quality violins belonging to the ter, and one at the lower edge in center found in numerical experiments (finite

Jarnaker foundation of theRoyal Swed- (Figure 1). The vibration patterns are elementcalculations with a doubly sym-
ish Academy ofMusic, it wasfound that the same in the top and in theback, and metrical violin body consisting of ribs
a dominant resonancepeak in the 500 to the vibrations of corresponding parts
600 Hz range was one of their typical are in phase, i.e. the assembled violin
features (Jansson 1994). This resonance body vibrates as a very thick free plate,
peak is also found in less good violins The C3resonance stands out clearly in

and two similar top plates without
f-holes or bass bar, cf. (Isaksson, Sald-
ner, Molin 1995)). In the frequency
range 450 to 500 Hz of the assembled

but not dominant, cf. Jansson, Niew- assembled violins with optimum posi- violin body another resonance, Tl can
czyk (1994). The resonance, called C 3 tion of driving, i.e., at a c-bout center of be found. Corresponding resonance
by us, has four antinodes, one at each the violin (Alonso Moral, Jansson
Figure 1-Typicalvibration distributionsfor the Tl-mode (left)and the C3-mode
(right) asseenfrom outside

Lines are equi-vibration lines, point-dashed lines are nodal lines. Plus and minus
signs markphase (from Alonso Moral, Jansson 1982a)

peak is found prominent in most vio-
lins, also less goodones.The top and the
back plates form a breathing motion in
mode Tl (Figure 1).

The violin has been investigated for a
long time by Dr. Carleen Hutchins and
co-workers. Thereby the terminology
B 1+ was introduced for the resonance
correspondingto ourC3andB 1-for our
Tl (Schelleng 1971, Marshall 1985,
Knott 1987, Hutchins 1989, 1990, Biss-
inger 1995). The vibration distributions
are somewhat differentlyinterpreted by
our group and by Hutchins with
co-workers. In a previous investigation
in Sweden^ it was hypothetically sug-
gested that the soundpost is placed on a
nodal line of the C3resonance (Saldner,
Molin, Jansson 1996). In thepresentre-
port, we are interested in which proper-
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ties of a violin affect the C3mode. In
conclusion wecan say that the investiga-
tion was made to find answers to two
questions: Is the normal position of the
soundpost ontop ofa C3nodal line and
how do the ribs, the top plate and the
back plate affect the C3resonance? The
results havepreliminarily been reported
in the quarterly report of our depart-
ment (Jansson, Niewczyk, Fryden
1995). Thepresentpaper is thesecond in
a series of papers on the fundamental
function of the violin. The first paper
includes an extensive report on the
soundpost action (Saldner, Molin, Jans-
son 1996). The project work on the
thirdpaper is in progress.

Typical Violin Properties
A well developed method to measure

violin properties is to hang the violin in
rubber bands (Hutchins, Fielding 1968).
The method is simple to use, the meas-
urements are wellreproducible, and the
hanging causes negligible losses. This
method was used to determine the C3
frequency of 18 violins by hitting each
violin with a small impulse hammer,
PCB 86M37, at the lower endblock, and
by recording the vibrations at the same
end block with a small accelerometer,
PCB 309A(PCB Piezotronics, Inc.,
3425 Walden Avenue, Depew NY
14043-9910, USA). Frequency re-
sponses wereregistered by a HP 3562A
FFT-analyzer. Thereafter, the nodal
lines were sought. With the C3-reso-
nant frequency known, the violin was
laidwith thetopside downon top of the
four supports close to the C3-nodal
lines. The violin was centered above a
loudspeakerconnected to a sinewave os-
cillator (Beldie 1969, Hutchins 1973).
The back was sprinkled with particles
(colored sawdust) and the loudspeaker
tone frequency was adjusted to reso-
nance (maximum jumpingofparticles at
antinodes). The level of the tone was ad-
justed so that the saw dust collected
along the nodal lines. The method is a
development of the classical Chladni
method. Theuseof the Chladni method
for assembled violin has been reported
previously (Miller 1992). For two of the
three violins, the Miller 1988 and the

Klotz model, the typical C3patterns the soundpost onfrequency was small,
was found in the back plate. The pat- 1% frequency difference between with
terns presented in Figure 1 resembles of andwithout the soundpost. A single ob-
the vibration patterns (with plotted servation should be mentioned. The
lines of equal vibration amplitude) for soundpost had remained unmoved in
driving at the bridge (Saldner, Molin, one violin for two years. When it was
Jansson 1996,Figures 5 and6). Thus we taken out and reset, the C3level was 8
have goodreasonsforbelieving that our dB lower. The difference may be an ef-
presentedmodal shapes arecorrectly in- feetof "playing-in."
terpreted. With the soundpost inserted, the

Without soundpost, the typical C 3 nodal line at the soundpost side still re-
mode was easily and clearly found (for mained outside the nearby bridge feet,
detailed measurements see Figures 5 and but was moved slightly closer (it was
6in Saldner, Molin, Jansson 1996). The placed between 18 to 28 mm from the
distance between nodal lines of the C 3 centerline). The other nodal line was
mode were 48 to 67 mm at the bridge much less clear - the saw dust tended to
(measured along a straight line between slide off theback plate on this side (the
the lower corners). The typical maxi- side opposite to the soundpost). The ex-
mum and minimum distances between periment wasrepeatedfor twocomplete
thebridge feet are 15and40 mm, respec- violins of soloist quality. Again only
tively (distance betweeninnerand outer the single nodal line was easily found,
edges). Thus, the measured nodal line now at 21 and 28 mmfrom the center-
positions were outside the bridge feet. line at the soundpost side. Assuming
In addition, it wasfound that the maxi- that thesoundpost is centered behindits
mum differences of the C3peak level nearby bridge foot, means that it is
were approximately 15 dB, but the somewhat closer to the center than at
bandwidth differences weresmaller cor- the nodal line. Thus it can beconcluded
responding to -6 dB, i.e. the differences that the nodal line is typical for the vio-
in peak level is not only set by differ- lin. It is not its being that is a quality
ences in bandwidth. The influence of mark, but howit can beused.

Figure 2 - Sketch of excitationwith impulse hammer (H) in pendulum arrange-
ment and ofrecording transducerwith magnet (M) andelectrical coil (C)
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The hanging causes negligible losses.
However, in real playing the holding of
the violin causes extra losses. Measure-
ments by hitting the bridge by the im-
pulse hammer and recording the re-
sponse by the accelerometer waxed at
the other side of the bridge (cf. Figure 2,
but accelerometer in magnet position)
showed that the losses increased be-
tween 50 and 100% (the peak level low-
ered 6 to 12 dB), although the frequency
shift was small.

Perturbations of a Violin Body -
Mass Added

First experiments were made with
simple mass perturbations as a control
that the C3mode really is a C3mode.
The violin was laid horizontally (with
the top up) on two supports,and a mass
of 43 g (less than a shoulder rest but
slightly more than the average chin rest)
was placed at various positions on the
top plate. The experiments showed
maximum sensitivity at the antinodes
(at vibration maxima) of the C3mode
(at thec-bouts andin the center ofupper

Figure 3 - Sketch of areas most sensi-
tive to mass loading: full line hatch-
ing - marking areas of maximum
sensitivity; dashed line hatching -
marking anareaofslightly lower sen-
sitivity

and lower ends of the body, Figure 3).
Thereafter, mass perturbations along
theribs wereinvestigated. Weights of 12
g were placed at the c-bouts (without
soundpost). Thereby it was found the
nodal lines moved towards the mass. If
masses wereadded atboth c-bouts, both
nodal lines moved away from the center
line. For a mass added at the centerof the
violin, the nodal lines of the lower half
moved towards the center line. The fre-
quencyshifts weremuch smaller for the
center loading thanfor the c-bout load-
ing, 1%and 10%, respectively. The same
experiment repeated for a complete
good-quality violin gave similar result,
but the differences in frequency shifts
were smaller and the nodal line at the
side opposite to the soundpost was in-
fluencedmore. It can be concluded that
theinfluence of mass is qualitatively as
expected from the C 3vibration pat-
terns, it is large at the c-bouts and it can
perturb nodal lines. Thus we havefur-
ther support for interpreting the mode
as the shown C3vibration pattern. The
results also indicate that clamping the
chinrest beside the lower end block is
acoustically morefavorable than on top
ofit and that the neck influences the C 3
mode.

Perturbations of a Violin Body -
Changes at the Ribs

The experiments werecontinued with
an experimental violin with soundpost.
The violin wastested layinghorizontally
ontwo supports. Theplates weresucces-
sively cut loose (withoutreglueing loos-
enedparts) from the ribs in steps (over-
head film 'was inserted in the loosened
joint as "grease") without shift of the
soundpost (the soundpost remained in
the sameposition duringall steps) . Itwas
found that c-bout areas were the most
sensitiveto theperturbations.

The experiments were repeated in
more detail for the c-bout loosening
steps, with and without neck. It was
found that the influence of theperturba-
tions were large. It was also found that
the neck (ca 150 g) lowered theresonant
frequency approximately 10% but in-
creased the admittance level (approxi-
mately 5 dB measured at the lower end

block). Thus, it was concluded again
that the perturbations of the ribs along
the c-bouts including the cornerblocks
makemaximum influence.

The experiments were ended with
perturbations of thec-bout shapes. The
ribs wereloosenedbetween thefour cor-
ner blocks, pressed firmly towards the
center and reglued. The shift was less
than 2mm at maximum andnochanges
in the C3-propertieswerenoted. There-
after experiments were made with the
ribs cut loose all the way from 50 mm
above the uppercornerblocks to 50 mm
below the lower corner blocks and
regluing theribs as close togetherand as
far apart perturbations was possible
(maximum difference slightly larger
than 5 mm, but still a smaller variation
than found between different violins).
Differences of resonant frequency up to
10% (from the lowest to the highest fre-
quency) and peak level differencesup to
5 dB (from the lowest to the highest
level) werenoted (higher frequency and
level with the ribs close together).
Nodal lines were little changed in the
bridge soundpostregion.

Inconclusion, we can say that the C3
resonant frequency shifted as expected
by c-bout (waist) perturbations, but the
maximum level shift was only a third of
what had been found in real violins (a
maximum shift of sdß and not 15 dB as
was found in Jansson (1994) and Jans-
son, Niewczyk (1994)). The nodal lines
werelittle changed. The perturbations
of the "waist" was within the limits of
real violins.

Perturbations of a Violin Body -
Thinning of Plates

An experimental violin was carefully
selected for the plate thinning experi-
ments. At the start, the top plate was
slightly heavy, 83 g. The second and
fifth free plate resonances werefound at
188 and 369 Hz, respectively (The first
was unfortunately not measured). For
the back, the mass was 109 g and the
first, second, andfifth resonant frequen-
cies were 138, 213, and 394 Hz, respec-
tively. Again, the measures wereon the
high side. For the body assembled, the
C3resonance was at 560 Hz and theTl
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resonance at 506 Hz, cf. Figure 4 where measurements has been presented ear- Themass was decreasedto 80 g (-4%) and
allresults of the measurementsontheas- lierby Beldie, see(Cremer 1981)). thefrequencies of thefree topplatewere
sembled body are summarized. The First theback was thinnedto a mass of 100, 181, and 363 Hz (an averageshift of
level of the C3is always higher at the 99 g, i.e. -9%. Theresonant frequencies -3%). The frequencies of the assembled
lower end block than the level of theTl were lowered to 125, 194 and 356 Hz, violin were 556 and 487 Hz, respec-
resonances and the level difference iden- i.e. only slightly more than the mass, tively. The frequency and level shifts
tifies the two resonances whentheir fre- and an averageof-9%. TheC3andTl of wereevensmaller than in thefirst step,
quencies are not known. Themeasuring the assembled violin was 544 and 494 The Chladnipatterns remained the typi-
point, at lowerend block, in the middle Hz, i.e. rather small shifts, -3 %on the cal onesofmode C3.
of the violin,or at thebridge showed lit- average and a third of the frequency Finally the back was much thinned,
tie influence on resonant frequencies. shifts of thefree plate. Theinfluence on The mass was decreasedto 75 g (-24%, a
The stringing also showed little influ- the peak levels at the bridge foot was rather thin back plate) and thefrequen-
ence both on resonant frequencies and moderate, -5 and +1 dB, respectively. cies of thefree back werereduced to 88,
peak levels. The plates were thinned in The Chladni patterns showed the typi- 131, and 256 Hz, i.e. 30%. The fre-
three steps. The violin properties were cal nodal lines of mode C3. Thereafter quency of the C3is now much lower
measured with our standard method, the top plate was taken off, thebassbar (-19%) but the level is little lowered,
cf. Figure 2. A typical inputadmittance was removed and the top was thinned. The Chladni patterns of C3were now
curve is shown in Figure 4. (Similar The topwas refitted with anewbassbar. hardtofind. Thelevel of theTl peak is

Figure4 -Frequencies measured andpeak levels of theC3(hatched lines and squares) andT 1 (fulllines and circles) peaksin the
four stepsofplate thinning. Frequencies (a), peaklevels measuredclose to thebassbar bridgefoot (b), at thelower end block(c)
andat thebridge(d)

a) Frequency b) Peaklevel at bridge foot

c) Peak levelat lower block d) Peaklevel at bridge
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Figure 5 -Frequency responses of the experimentalviolin with level (0 dB corre-
sponds to 2 s/kg) and phase (normal topplate, too thinback plate andsoundpost
in normalposition)

considerably influenced but the fre- with his. Our findings is that the reso-
quency little (-1%). The frequency re- nant frequency shifts of the corpus
sponse shown in Figure 5 (soundpost in modes are normally about a third of
normal position) was the violin condi- those of the free plates. This result is in
tion (with back much too thin), which fair agreement with that of M. Schleske
was liked thebest by theplayer. The C 3 (1996, Figure 6), i.e., our and his sets of
peak level could be shifted much (more results supports oneanother.
than ± 5 dB) by shifting the soundpost
position. The result, Tl and C3levels Conclusion
equal, implies that the player was appre- In earlier investigations we have
ciating another property than a maxi- found the level rather than frequencies
mal C3input admittance peak, a prop- at resonances to be a quality measure
erty most probably related to the tone (Alonso Moral, Jansson 1982b). But as
qualityreceived byhis left ear. the frequency is rather simple to meas-

A remark on the levels, frequencies ureaccurately, wefind it fair to use a fre-
and nodal lines. The measured freq uency shift as a sign of general shift of
quency shifts are large for mode C3. properties.
The measured levels for mode C3and In the introduction we raised two

Tl are the highest at thebridge foot and questions were raised which we have
the lowest at the bridge top. The levels tried to answerwith this investigation,
are little to moderately shifted in the " Is the normal position of the sound-
four steps. Theexperimental results in- post ontop ofa C3-nodal line?
dicate that mode C3is mainly affected In theinvestigation it wasfound that the
by theback plate, most clearly shown in answer is no. The soundpost position is
the resonant frequency. The Chladni close to a nodal line but slightly closer to
patterns of mode C3seems to be rather the center of the violin. This was also
stable and typical as long as the plate true for two high, soloist quality of vio-
thickness is not too much offnormal (as lins. The function of the soundpost
the very thin backplate). seems to be to give the best sounding

Ourexperiments are made after simi- tone by optimizing another parameter
lar lines as M. Schleske (1996) . It is there- in addition to a high level of theC3peak
fore interesting to compareour results in the admittance curve. It should be

mentionedthat the nodal lines ofC3re-
mains the typical ones as long as the
plates are nottoo much offnormal.

Howdo theribs, theback plate, and
the top plate affect the C3reso-
nance?

The investigation shows that all three
may affect the C3but that some maybe
more important than others. The ex-
periments show that the c-bouts (the
waist) of theribs is an areawhich is espe-
cially sensitive for the C3mode, both
resonant frequency and peak level. The
resonant frequencies of C3seems to be
moresensitive to the back plate than to

the top plate. In addition the large shift
by the much detuned back plate indi-
cates that proper tuning is important.
Thinner plates do not favor a high C3
peak in the input admittance.
Soundpost/no soundpost makes little
difference for the soundpost in normal
position. The C3peak level may, how-
ever, be considerably affected by the
soundpost. In one case it was acciden-
tallyfound thata soundpostbeing left in
the sameposition for a long time gave a
considerably higher C3level than after
resetting. Is this the secret of "theplay-
ingin" ofanew instrument? ■ CASJ
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THE RECIPROCAL BOW AS A WORKSHOP TOOL

Goodviolinists imposetheirown soundon violins. Are theythebestpeople to evaluate
them?Playingaviolin "backwards"may be themostobjectivewayto testit.

The obvious wayto test a violin is to
give it to a good violinist, then sit

back andlisten, justas, I suppose, the ob-
vious wayto test a race-car is to give it to
a race-car driver and see how fast he can
go. The trouble is that race-car drivers
can drive fast in almost any car, and
good violinists will make almost any
violin soundgood. It's their job.

You could say thatif youwant tohear
how a violin really sounds, a goodvio-
linist is the worst person to give it to.
Good violinists impose their ownsound
on an instrument. They tone down
harsh notes, smooth out unevenness,
and like a chef using salad dressing,
blend everything togetherwith vibrato.

As often as not, goodviolinists are not
really interested in testing a violin; they
are interested in demonstrating how
well they canplay it. What you hear is
not somuch the sound of aparticular in-
strument as the sound of violin-playing,
which is a kind of magic trick they do,
using the violin as a prop. Badviolinists
areevenless useful.

More seriously, when someoneplays
a violin, there is an unconscious ten-
dency to adjust to the instrument.
Slight changes in bow-speed, pressure,
point-of-contact, etc., effectively nor-
malize the violin toward the sound
concept of the player. This makes it
difficult to evaluate an instrument in-
dependently of a given player's re-
sponse to it.

Of course, there is a lot to be learned
from talking to violinists. They tell you
things you don't hear while they are
playing, such as how much or howlittle

work it took to make an instrument
sound good. And this is, after all, a
major difference between goodand bad
instruments.

The trouble is, when players talk
aboutsound, theyoften resortto highly
personal, more or less improvised lan-
guage. Such words as bright, dark,
smooth, harsh, or muffled seem fairly
workable (though a client once toldme,
without apology, that he didn't use the
word dark the way other people do).
But what about the player who says an
instrument sounds a little too dry, ortoo
moist, or too goosey} The fact is, when
violinists talk about sound, it's some-
times hard to know what they are talk-
ing about.

The problem has partly to do with
how we hear. Each note on a violin is a
complex mixture of fundamental and
partials, but it is not these we hear. We
hear notes, or more likely, we hear
music. Is it possible to listen more ana-
lytically, more objectively? Musicians,
after all, train their ears to hear not just
the music, but the individual notes that
make up the chords onwhich the music
is built.

Thoughmany research toolshave been
developed for analyzing violin sound, it
is often difficult to connect the results of
such analysis with the experience of lis-
teningto aviolin. Responsecurves, input
admittances, andradiativity charts mean
something to physicists, but tend to in-
duce in violinmakers akind of 'fight-or-
flight' response. What is needed, per-
haps, are tools that bridge the gap
between analysis and perception.

The Reciprocol Bow
The reciprocal bow evolved over the

past few years in Gabriel Weinreich's
laboratory at the University ofMichigan
(Weinreich, 1996). It is a direct descen-
dant of his well-known technique for
measuring whathe calls the "radiativity"
of a violin—basically, the amount of
soundradiated by the instrument in re-
sponse to a given bridge motion (Wein-
reich, 1983). To measure radiativity, a
swept sine wave is played over a loud-
speaker situated somewhere nearthevio-
lin—all this in ananechoic chamber. The
sympathetic response of theviolin to the
test signal causes the violin's bridge tovi-
brate. These vibrations arepickedup by
a phono-cartridge resting on the bridge,
and the resulting signal is sent to a com-
puterfor analysis.

It can be shown by the Reciprocity
Principle (for a technical explanation,
see ten Wolde 1973) that the signal
picked up at the bridge reflects the vio-
lin's modification of the test signal as
though it were applied directly to the
bridge and listened to by a microphone
positioned in place of the loudspeaker.
Effectively, the violin is played back-
ward. It absorbssound, rather thanradi-
ating it, and the bridge, normally the
input, becomes the output. Ifwe think
of the violin as a complex filter, remov-
ing or enhancing portions of the string
signal until what comes out is violin
sound, it happens that, under carefully
specified conditions, the filter works
equally wellin both directions.

Imagine a beam of white light enter-
ing a prism, where it is refracted then
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joseph@curtinalf.com
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emerges arainbow. If this samerainbow
were directed back into the prism, it
would re-emerge on the first side as a
beam ofwhitelight .

One ofthe elegant things aboutWein-
reich's method is a minimal disturbance
to the violin,which can be tested while
fullyset-up, suffering only thevery light
contact ofaphonograph needle.

Some years ago, the idea came up of
using, instead of a sine wave, a signal
emulating thestring signal—namely, the
force exerted on the bridge by the
bowed string. (Ishall use the term string
signal hereafter to refer to a signal pro-
portional to this force.) Would onenot
then hear, listening through the bridge,
the sound of the violin as though it were
beingnormallyplayed}

For example, imagine putting the test
violin on-stagein a concert hall. A loud-
speakerisplaced at thebackof the hall. A
string signalderivedfrom aviolinist play-
ing, let's say, the opening bars of Bach's
Chaconne on a solid-body violin, is
played overthe loudspeaker. Thesignal
from a phono-cartridge resting on the
violin's bridge drives a pair of head-
phones. Wouldnot alistener wearingthe
headphones hear just what they would
hearif theheadphoneswereconnected to
a microphone situated at the back of the
hall and the violinist were playing Bach
on-stageusing thetest violin?

Weinreich used a computer to synthe-
size the string signal for a slow three oc-
tavechromatic scale and a fast passage in
thirds (Weinreich, 1996). The speaker
OBL Studio Monitor 4408) and a jig de-
signed to hold the violin and a variable
reluctance phono-cartridge (Grado El-
liptical ZCE + 1)were placed in an an-
echoic chamber (actually a quasi-
anechoic chamber). A monitor speaker
was situated outside the chamber. The
results were encouraging; different vio-
lins indeed produced characteristically
different sounds. Even more exciting
was that certain characteristics, moreor
less hidden when the instrument was
played normally, became suddenly ob-
vious.

Figure 1 shows a mock-up of one of
several possible configurations for the
reciprocal bow. A laptop computer

with a sound-card generates the string cheapest cartridge would do as well as
signal. This signal can easily be stored his most expensive.
on any digital medium—portable CD The cartridge feeds a pre-amp. Because
players and DAT machines seem like thephonopre-amp on a normal stereore-
goodcandidates for a workshop system. ceiver introduces an equalization curve
The test-signal is run through an ampli- (compensating a complementary curve
fier (not shown) and fed to the speaker used in therecording process), a pre-amp
(whose position in figure lis only for with a flat frequency response was built
visual clarity—in use onewould place it by Colin Holmes in Weinreich's lab.
wherever one might naturally stand This pre-amp feeds a power amplifier,
while listening to the violin being which driveseither amonitor or a pair of
played in thenormal manner) . headphones,and/ora taperecorder.

Figures 2 and 3 show the jig a little To get a good signal-to-noise ratio, one
moreclearly. It is built to hold the vio- needs to play the string signal rather
lin securely, to allow for the violin's loudlyoverthe speaker. For this reason, a
easy placement andremoval, andto stay monitor situated in another room is
out of the wayacoustically. Theclamp neededfor simultaneous listening, though
holding the neck does not touch the well-insulatedheadphonesmight do.
strings, so theyremain undamped. The A few technical points: a stereo
phono cartridge is balanced on a plane- phono-cartridge generates two distinct
bladeresting in a V-groove cut in a rela- outputs, reflectingmotion of the needle
tively massive metal arm. The wholeas- along two different axes. For our pur-
sembly can bemoved back and forth so poses, we have combined the two out-

as to line up with variously positioned puts into a single one, reflecting the
bridges. horizontal, or side-to-side, motions of

The phono-cartridge used here cost thebridge. 'This means that anyvertical
about

$50.

It is thebottom of the Grado motion of the bridge is invisible to the
lineofpick-ups. I calledMr. Grado him- system, andso any sound theviolinradi-
self to learn moreabout them, and he as- ates due to such motion will not be
sured me that, for my purposes, his heard.

Figure 1 - Configuration of thereciprocal bow using a computer to generatethe
stringsignal
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ing string itself. A wolf-note,for exam-
ple, arises when the bridge, due to a
strongbody resonance,moves so vigor-
ously that the normal Helmholtz mo-
tion of the string breaks down. Because
the strings are never actually stopped
whenusing thereciprocal bow, no wolf-
note will be heard— though the note at
the corresponding pitch will presuma-
bly be colored by the prominent reso-
nancewhich normally results in a wolf-
note.

We have, to date, tested violins with
the strings undamped. The presence of
four continually-open strings presents
some anomalies. The openstrings reso-
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Figure 2 - Reciprocal bow jigholds phono-cartridge in contact with the violin
bridge.

As each of the strings exerts force on nate sympathetically, as they normally
thebridge in all three dimensions - longi- do,with the difference that thefingers of
tudinally as well as horizontally and ver- the violinist usually remove at least one
tically—all three dimensions should be openstring from the mixture. With the
taken into account. Itwould be interest- reciprocal bow, thering of the open A,
ing to listen to a violin in each of these for example, can be heard even duringa
ways -making audible thecontributions passage apparently played on the A-
of each typeof bridge movement. But string. A further complication arises
arguably, the horizontal forces are most when the strings of the violin being
important, and these are what we have tested are not precisely in tune with the
worked with so far. "virtual strings" of thetest-signal. Beats,

I should point out a wholerange ofan corresponding to the mis-tuning, are
instrument's characteristics not accessi- heardwheneveranopenstring isplayed,
ble to thereciprocal bow, at least not in Of course the strings can easily be
itspresentform. Irefer to any effects the
motion of the bridge has on the vibrat- Figure 3 - Close-up ofreciprocal bow jig

damped with a piece of cloth, but this
creates an equally artificial lack of open-
string resonance.

Figure 4 shows anotherconfiguration
of the reciprocal bow. Here the string
signal is produced by a violinist playing
a solid-body violin fitted with a
commercially-made electronic bridge
(Zeta VR2O4). If the violinist wears
headphones connected via the phono
cartridge to the violin beingtested, he is
effectivelyplaying thatviolin by remote

control!
Alternatively, theviolinist is allowed

to hear only the neutral string signal
from the solid-bodyviolin. Thus no ad-
justments are made to compensate for
the characteristics of any particular in-
strument. Test passages such as scales
and short musical examples arerecorded
directly from the solid-body violin.
This provides a library of test sig-
nals—morenatural-soundingthan those
generatedby computer, yet still repeat-
ablewith a consistencybeyond thepow-
ers ofeventhebestviolinist.

Preliminary Results and
Observations

Early on in ourexperiments with the
reciprocal bow, Iplayed (in the normal
manner) a very poorviolin and then a
very good Stradivari. Weinreich noted
that Iseemed to produce about the same
volume with each, though there was a
vast difference in quality (favoring the
Strad) . Yet whenplayed by therecipro-
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Figure 4 - Configuration of reciprocal bow using a solid body violin to generate
thestringsignal

cal bow, what was most evident was a Kn tolistener, absorbingtherest. So the
difference in power more than quality. unevenness heard in an anechoic cham-
This suggested that poor violins may ber demonstrates to some extent the di-
force theplayer to push the instrument rectional properties ofthe violin.
into harsh tonal regions in orderto pro- For this reason, along with the fact
duce an adequateamount ofsound. that anechoic chambers are not readily

One of the first things noticed using availableto violinmakers, itmakes sense
computer-generated string signals was touse thereciprocal bow ina normal lis-
the sometimes extreme difference in tening environment. For violinmakers,
powerand tone evenvery good violins it would be most useful, I believe, in the
exhibited from note to note. It must be space normally used for testing instru-
remembered that when violinists play ments. Ofcourse, this re-introduces one
scales, they instinctively play each note of theproblems of testing violins - they
as loudly as the others, compensating sound different in different rooms
for unevenness in the instrument with (while sounding the same, in principle,
adjustments in bow-speed and pressure. inany anechoicchamber).
The reciprocal bow makes no such al- One is struck, when using computer
lowances; one hears how the violin generatedstring signals,by the absolute,
would sound if bowed in a truly even unnaturalsteadiness of the tone. Violin-
manner. ists, evenwhen not using vibrato, intro-

This said,someportion ofthe uneven- ducecountless tiny fluctuations ofpitch
ness can be attributed to the violin's di- and intensity. While thesefluctuations
rectionality. Different frequencies are are essential to what we think of as vio-
radiated in different directions, espe- lin sound, they make trying to hear the
daily at frequencies above about 1000 precise qualities of an individual note as
Hz (Weinreich, 1993). The acoustics of difficult as trying to see the separate
a normal room tendto sum up the total threads of asilkcloth that is fluttering in
radiated sound for the listener. The an- the wind.
echoic chamber is less generous,offering The dead-even signal created by the
only sound traveling directly from vio- computer makes it far easier, in my ex-

perience, to identify individual over-
tones. The reciprocal bow is therefore
useful as akind ofear-training tool. One
develops anauralsense ofhoweach note
is a layering of overtones, how these
overtones shift from note to note, and
perhaps how, in theend, what wehearis
not so much the differences between
notes as the overall spectrum from
which eachnote is derived.

Summary
I think of the reciprocal bow as a tool
less for analyzing violins thanfor listen-
ing to them in an analytical way. Be-
cause the violinist is replaced by a pre-
recorded or computer-generated string
signal, the subjectiveresponse of thevio-
linist to the instrument is avoided. The
reciprocal bow has the advantage over
mechanical bowing systems of being
relatively inexpensive, relatively simple
to build, easy to control, and flexible
enough tobeusedfor many different ex-
periments. I believe it is useful to the
violinmakerboth in learningto hearin a
more objective way, and as a practical
aid in comparing andadjustingviolins.
H CASJ
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EFFECT OF SOUND POST ADJUSTMENT
Oliver Rodgers

University ofDelaware
Newark, Delaware 19711

Harmonic analyses were made oftheglissando tonesofa violin when thesoundpost
wasadjusted in two stepsfrom aposition whichfavored thehigherstringsto onewhich
wasjudgedto heslightlyfavoring the lowerstrings. In thefinal soundpostposition a
prominentresonance appeared atabout930Hz, the nodalpattem ofwhich is given. A
plausible explanation is offeredfor its appearance and itseffect on the overall toneoftheinstrument.

Oneof themoremysterious stepsin
making thefinal adjustments on a

violin is the final positioning of the top
of the sound post. Old texts onviolin
making have described the process and
its results in various ways. Heron Allen
(1885) indicates that the exact position
dependsentirely on the quality and pe-
culiarities of the violin. Thepost should
be moved back if the tone is "rough and
harsh," andmoved out towardthe/hole
if the "low notes are weakened, the high
notes shrill." Sacconi (1972) suggests
that thepost be located 1-2mm behind
the bridgefoot and2-3 mmto the inside
edge of the bridge foot, depending on
the thickness of the belly. Broadhouse
and Ole Bull (post-1885) indicate that
moving the end of the post toward the
center favors the lower strings and that,
if the upperstrings are "dull and heavy,"
it shouldbe moved a little inside and far-
ther back. Alton (1964) says that if the
post is too tight, the tone is "tense and
hard," if too "forward, the tone is loud
and shrill, without quality," if too "far
to theright, theE toneis loud andcoarse
and the G dull," if too "far to the center,
theE tone will suffer and the G will be
loudand strong."

For a technicallyminded person, there
is not a clue in any of the aboveprescrip-
tions to what is happening to the vibrat-
ing system to produce the acoustical
changes which any player can hear, even
when the sound post is moved only a
very small distance.

The author, working with an experi-
enced violin maker and restorer, Pam

Anderson, has used an available com-
puterbased analysis system to study the
changes in the details of the sound of a
violin when thesound post locationwas
changed on one available instrument.
Theresult is a small step toward under-
standing what is being alteredin the me-
chanical system of a violin when the
soundpostis moved.

Test Violin
The violin usedfor the test was a 50

yearoldEuropean cottage industry pro-
duction violin made on a Stradivarius
pattern which had been disassembled
and the free plates tuned. Final fre-
quencyvalues were,for the top, 88, 170,
and 350 Hzfor thefree plate modes 1, 2,
and 5,and for theback, 118, 178, and345
Hz. In its final assembled condition the
tone of the violin was quite acceptable
for amateur use.

Apparatus and Analysis Systems
Used

The system for displaying the fre-
quency analysis of the tones of the vio-
lin was the CONQT system described
byMiller (1993) andin recentpapersby
the author (Rodgers 1993, 1994). A
digital record is made of the bowed
sound of the violin while one glissando,
starting with the open string, is made
over a 1.5 to 2 octave span on each
string. The CONQT analysis system
processes the digital data to develop a
harmonic analysis of each test run
which displays the strength of the
sound output at quartertone intervals

on a three dimensional plot in which
the vertical dimension is sound inten-
sity to a linear scale, one horizontal di-
mension is the logarithm of frequency
so that octaves are of equal length, and
the other dimensionis time. The single
curve at the top of each CONQT dis-
play shows the highest sound intensi-
ties achieved at each quartertonepitch
during the run and, thus, the most
prominent natural frequencies, or
modes, of the violin. The test run for
each glissando is limited to 4 seconds
duration.

The tests took place in an anechoic
room with dimensions 6x6x9 feet.
Theplayer was standingin onecornerof
the room with the microphone on the
nearopposite cornercloseto theceiling.
The position of the violin was always
the same with the neck pointing down
toward thefar oppositecorner. The test
lasted 4 seconds and was always done
with one down bow stroke. The strings
other than the one being played were
dampedby theplayer's fingers.

Sequence of Experiments
Three sets offourruns weremade, each

set offourconsisting ofaglissando run on
each string. The initial set, Set A, was
with the sound post positioned in line
with thebridge foot andveryclose to the
foot sothat thetop strings sounded"loud
and bright," especially on theEstring. A
second set, Set B, was made with the top
of thepostmoved straight back from the
bridge 1.6 mm. The third set, Set C, was
with thetop of thepost moved backhalf
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way toward the bridge from the second
position and 1.0mm toward the centerof
the instrument. The bottom location of
thesoundpostwasnot changed.

The violin in the third position
sounded better than in either ofthe oth-
ers. To theplayer, the shifts did indeed
change the sound in the ways described
in the reference cited above—the high
notes became less brilliant in the first
move, and thelower notesbecamefuller
and louderin thesecond.

The results of the twelve runs are
shown in Figures 1 to 4. In each figure
only the G string run is completely dis-
played showing the detailed harmonics
components of each note of the glis-
sando as well as thepeak amplitude plot
just above it. For the other three strings
only the peak amplitude curve is pre-
sented for easier comparison. It should
be noted that it is not humanly possible
to play a violin so that the intensity of
individual notes can be compared be-
tween runs. Rather, one must concen-
trate on thepeak frequencies revealed in
the back plots, which are the important
natural frequencies of the vibrating sys-
tem. The testmethod isconsistent inre-
vealing peak frequencies. It should be
further noted that the scale of each plot
is automatically adjusted by the soft-
wareso that the maximum experimental
value of sound intensity on the run is
plottedatfull scale.

Analysis and Further Experimental
Verification

Only minor differences can be seen
between the three sets of runs, shown
for each string in Figures 1 to 4. The
peakamplitudeplots for thethree sound
post settings on each string have been
precisely lined up with each other for
easy comparison. Note how differently
each stringexcites the instrument.

Thefirst significantfeature, as always
in violins, is the strongfirst mode of the
air system at about 277 Hz (circle 1),
shownonly on the G stringplots ofFig-
ure 1 This is a breathing motion of the
air through the y-holes, commonly
calledAO. It is not as prominent in this
violin as in most. Thesecond air mode,
longitudinal air motion from end to

end, is usually visible at about 440 Hz 1300 Hz. In the Position A runs, there
(circle 2). It is unusually strong in this arepeaks at 1047 (circle 4) and 1175Hz
violin. A third strong resonance, usu- (circle 6) with a peak at 932Hz (circle 8)
ally called theB 1 resonance,shows upat showing only ontheE string run. In the
about 500 Hz. It, likewise,is not promi- Position B runs, thepeak at 932 Hzis of
nent in this display, although it does equal prominencewith others on theE
show prominently in the nodal line test, string run. In the Position C runs, the
to be described later. In this mode the peak at 932 Hz is now the prominent
primary motion is of the bassbar mov- one on all strings (906 Hz (circle 3) on
ing as a unitparallel to itself. Thesereso- the Gstring) and thepeak at 1 175Hzhas
nances have not been appreciably af- disappeared.
fected by the sound post moves, as can There are no clearpatterns in thepeaks
be seen by comparing the three sets of above the 1200Hzevenwithin thesets of
peaksin Figures 1 to 4. runs for onesoundpostposition.

The next significant modes on this What can it be about those three vi-
violin occur in a band between 900 and brating configurations that can make

Figure 1 - CONQT sound analysis presentation of the G string for all three
soundpost positions. The graphsabove theCONQT plot are obtained from the
selection ofpeak amplitudes in that plot at each frequency, and are aligned with
the CONQT plot's frequency axis. Only thepeakamplitudes graphs are shown
for sound postpositions A andB; theCONQT plot is forposition C. Forpeaks
1,2,3, 4, 5, and 6:f = 277 Hz,440 Hz, 906Hz, 1047Hz, 1077Hz, and 1 175Hz, re-
spectively.
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them so sensitiveto a sound post adjust- patterns of the 930 Hz mode in the
ment? Is it plausible to attribute to the violin when the sound post had been
replacement of two peaks at 1050 and adjusted toPosition C.
1175Hzby onearound900 Hz a notice-
able change ontone character of the vio- Nodal Line Detection System
lin? A first step in answering that ques- The system basically consists of a
tion must be to devise a way to shaker which can be tuned to the fre-
determine in detail the plate deforma- quenciesof interest andcan excite thein-
tion patterns when the violin is vibrat- strument while it is held in a very soft
ing at those three frequencies. A second suspension system, in this casehung by a
step is toexamine the harmonic content system ofrubber bands at the scroll and
of the individual tonesof the instrument steadied by other rubber bands
to see how reinforcement patterns of stretchedfrom the lower C bout points,
those tones have been altered by the The shaker driveris the same type used
shifts in the location of the top of the for free plate Chladni tests. It excited a
post. coil-magnet device towhich is fasteneda

In order to do the first step men- very light plastic soda straw size tube
tioned above, the author has devel- which was located to touch the violin
oped a variation of the system de- top at an antinode for the vibrating con-
scribed by Schleske(l996a) in order to figurationbeing studied.
reveal the nodal lines of the vibrating The detection system is a simple

Figure 2 - CONQT sound analysis presentation for the D string for all three
soundpostpositions, as in Figure 1 . Forpeaks 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 4, 5, and 6: f = 440 Hz,
453 Hz, 932Hz, 960 Hz, 1209 Hz, 1047Hz, 1077Hz, and 1 175Hz, respectively.

throat microphone which washeld one
or two millimeters away from the sur-
face of the violin and moved over the
surface of theplates. A small audio am-
plifier and a headphone is adequate to

detect the lines of minimum sound. An
x-y oscilloscope was also used to pro-
vide, when desired, rough measures of
amplitude and of the phaserelationship
between the electrical signal to the
shaker coil and the signal from the
throat microphone. The test is done in
the sameanechoic spaceusedfor theglis-
sando tests. It was possible to define the
nodal lines quite accurately by theposi-
tions which gave minimum signal. It
was also possible to define roughly the
points ofmaximum amplitude by mov-
ing the microphone to the location of
the loudest sound.

After the detection system had been
used on several violins, it became obvi-
ous that thephaserelationships between
the two signals was providing some in-
teresting information. If the vibrating
configuration that was being investi-
gated was effectively only a single mode
of the mechanical system, the two sig-
nals werein phase and described a single
straight line on the scope when excited
at and below and above the resonance.
Whenmore than onevibratingconfigu-
ration was close to resonance it de-
scribed a figure which enclosed some
area. If the vibrating configuration was
primarily of the air system, such as the
Helmholz mode, theresponse was very
strongonly when the microphone was
held directly over the /hole and quite
weak over any surface, and the two sig-
nals were90 degreesout of phaseand de-
scribeda circleorellipse on thescope.

Three clear air cavity modes were de-
tected by strong responses over, and
only over, the/holes. The lowest one
was the A0mode as a doublet mode at
275 and 284 Hz. These were clearly
separatemodes,probably due to the two
lobe nature of thecavity. The AI mode,
in which there is longitudinal airmove-
ment from end to end, with a pressure
nodetowardthe center of thecavity and
with pressure antinodes at the ends is
usually only weakly detected. Here an
air signal could clearly be detectedat the
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Figure 3 - CONQT sound analysis presentation for the A string for all three
sound post positions, as in Figure 1. Forpeaks 1 1, 12, 8, 9, 4, 5 and 6: f = 466 Hz,
480 Hz,932 Hz, 960 Hz, 1047Hz, 1077Hz,and 1 175Hz,respectively.

lowercorners of the/-holesat466 Hz. A modes were all present at almost the
third longitudinal air cavity mode could samefrequencies.
be detected at 1175 Hz with strong re- It was possible to excite a desired
sponses overthe central region of the/- mode after learning enough about the
holes. This location is wherethecentral deflecting configuration to be able to
antinode lies, with two nodes posi- place theprobe of the shaker at an anti-
tioned in the air column at roughly one node location appropriate for the mode
quarterand threequarters of the length. beingstudied. Figures 5 and 6 sketch the
To the author's knowledge this ex- nodal line patterns of both the top and
pected air mode had not previously be theback of interestingmodes at 932 and
detected. 905 Hz. In the figures the view ofboth

The mode configuration tests were top and back is of someone looking
not run for 8-9months after the original from outside of the instrument. An X
sound post tests were made because of indicates the location of the excitation
the time needed to develop the system. point. Asmall circle shows theapproxi-
The instrument had been in the air con- mate soundpostposition. An X inside a
ditioned lab all during a spring, summer, circle indicates the location of a maxi-
and early fall. A retest of the CONQT mummicrophone response,
glissando runs in the third sound post The nodal line pattern of the 932 Hz
configuration just before the tests for mode of the Position C case, Figure 5,
nodal line location revealed that the suggests a reason why thatmode should

be sensitive to theposition of the top of
the sound post. The major moving mass
in this frequency range is the bassbar,
which is ready to rotate more or less
about its mid point as a rigid body so
that the upper bout end of the bassbar
deflects into thecorpus when the lower
end deflects outward. In the 932 Hz
mode the bassbar is vibrating vigor-
ously. Most of theleft lower bout of the
top is strongly vibrating in phase with
the lower portion of the bassbar, as is,
also, the upper right bout. The left
upperbout is vibrating inphase with the
upper part of the bassbar. The nodal
line in the lower right bout passes very
close to the sound post position. Thus
about three quarters of thetop areais vi-
brating in phase.

Why, then, should the 932 Hz mode
become prominent when the post was
moved toward the center by 1mm from
thepositions ofcases A andB? The posi-
tion of the post probably serves to de-
fine the location of the lowernodal line
in the top. The shift could conceivably
cause a majorreorienting of the modeso
that there is appreciable motion in the
right lower bout in phase with the left
lower bout because the post is quite
rigid and thepost location ontheback is
not moving appreciably. The result is
an unsymmetrical deflection pattern in
the top in which three quarters of its
area is moving in phase. This insures
that the mode is a good radiator of
sound.

The configuration of the vibrating
mode at 905 Hz is included here as Fig-
ure 7 to illustrate how a very small
change in excitingfrequency will cause a
strong change in vibrating configura-
tion while still retaining the basic rock-
ing bassbar characteristic. Note that the
areas of positive deflection and minus
(out of phase) deflection in the top just
about balance, so onewouldexpect little
sound to be emitted from the top at this
frequency,as is the case.

TheBI mode at 533 Hz wasproducer
of sound. It was found that it could be
excited by placing theexciting probe di-
rectly overthe bass bar at any position
along its length. TheAI mode, at 466
Hz could not be detected when the ex-
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citing probe was close to the middle of
the instrument. It was detected easily
when the exciting probe was positioned
anywhere in the middle of either the
upperor the lower bout, where one ex-
pectsto find substantialplate deflections
from the cavity pressure variations.
Thus, the important Hutchins deltabe-
tween the AI and theBI frequencies in
this instrument is about 60 Hz, indicat-
ing an instrument of a solo type with
goodprojection (Hutchins 1989).

The plate vibrating configuration of
the air mode at 1 175Hz is shown in Fig-
ure 7. The back plate is vibrating in the
expectedconfiguration with nodal lines
more or less at the quarter points, re-
sponding to the air pressure changes in
the corpus cavity which are maximum
in the C bout region and at the upper
and lower ends. The nodal lines in the
top do not indicate asimilar conformity
to the internal pressure variations. The
rigid bassbar and the sound postprevent
similar local plate deformations in the
top. As expected, there werestrong sig-
nals when the probe was positioned in
the air stream coming from the/holes,
the high velocities resulting from the
peak air pressure variations right at the
/hole location.

The strongpeak at 440 - 463 Hz with
strong signals the full length of the
/holes was a surprise, since its deflection
characteristics are not either those ofAI
or 81. Based on experiments with other
violins of similar design onecan suspect
that a back resonance which produces a
pumping action maybe the cause. The
resonance isusually found at 500-600 Hz
but it is known that theedge areas of this
violin are unusually thin.

Study of the Changes in Tonal Re-
inforcements

Some time was spent at the computer
with the CONQT runs reviewing the
harmonic content of individual tones
hunting for obvious changes in the ways
various notes were reinforced by the
changes in the harmonics between the
various runs. The obvious reinforce-
mentis the 930 Hz tone acting as a third
harmonic of the low c flat on the D
string, a note quite often thin sounding

on ordinary violins. No other rein- thetype suggestedby this investigation,
forcements were obvious. It is not too difficult for a violin

maker who alreadyhas ashaker tablefor
Conclusions and Recommendations Chladni tests to set up a system on the
for Further Work workbench similar to the one described

This report must be anecdotal for it above for probing the details of vibrat-
reports some details of how sound post ing modes of the violin corpus. How-
adjustment affected one particular vio- ever, one must have a way to identify
lin. No generalizations can be made. from sound measurementswhich of the
However, further investigations of the bewildering array of mechanical modes
configurations of vibrating modes on areproducing appreciable sound in the
severalviolins suggest that the vibrating violin under study and are worth inves-
configuration described aboveat the932 tigating. A sound analysis system of
Hz mode is often found. It is logical to roughly thecomplexity of that used by
suppose that therocking motions of the the author or the radiativity system of
bassbar will dominate the modes and G. Weinreich (1993) is required. The
motions in the 900 Hzrange. Whether author would like to talk with anyone
one of them is often a strong radiating interested in continuing the present
component in a goodviolin is a question work. ■ CASJ
that must wait for much more data of

Figure 4 - CONQT sound analysis presentation for the E string for all three
soundpostpositions, as in Figure 1. Forpeaks 8, 9, 4, 5, and6: f = 932 Hz, 960 Hz,
1047Hz, 1077Hz,and 1 175Hz, respectively.
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Figure 5 - Nodalline locations forPosition Cat 932Hz.

Figure 6

Figure 7-Nodal line locations for Position Cat 1 175Hz.
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ACOUSTIC CONDITIONS
FOR A SOLOIST'S CONCERT VIOLIN

Hajo G. Meyer
Westerweg 381, 1852 PR Heilo

The Netherlands

Theauthorformulates anddiscussessixconditions, whichmust befulfilled in orderfora
new violin to be suitable asa soloist'sconcert instrument. Theseconditionsare:projec-
tion, dynamic range, tone quality, articulation, vibrato, and ease ofplaying. Where
possible alinkis made to thephysicsoftheviolinand/or to thepractice ofthe maker.

Inorder that a newly made violin can
fulfill the requirements of a concert

soloist, that instrument should have a
number of properties which go quite a
bit beyond the often heard propertyofa
"nice sweet singing tone." It goeswith-
out saying that sucha tone is also oneof
the conditions, but during the last four
decades most of the work on violin
acoustics has focused on just this onesin-
gle point. Inpractice however at least
six conditions must be fulfilled before a
real concertsoloist will consider buying
a newly made instrument and use it in
theconcert hall.

After a short introduction about the
preoccupation in the recent past with
mainly oneaspect of violinacoustics, i.c,.
the spectral composition of the typical
violin sound, wewill,oneby one, list the
six main conditions for the achievement
of our goal. Each oftheseconditionswill
be considered in some detail, and where
possible those measureswill be indicated
which can be taken by the luthier in
order to fulfill theseconditions.

It goes without saying that the author
is not capable of giving detailed causal
relationships between all actions by the
luthier and their consequences on the
behavior of the instrument. Most as-
pects of this behavior are determined si-
multaneously by several factors. In
someplaces the authormay dare to offer
guesses as to what actions might mainly
determinecertain results. However, he
himself is—and the reader should
be—fullyawarethatmuch of thecraft of
violin making remains an intuitive art

which, besides requiring knowledge, is
also basedonfeelingandexperience.

Some Historical Observations
The situation regarding the acoustics

of the violin until the third decade of
this century can hardly be better de-
scribedthanbya quotation from anarti-
cle by the well-known and acoustically
successful Czech maker P. Spidlen
(1980) in telling about the generationof
makers born neartheend of the last cen-
tury:

The generally held belief was that
tone quality would develop after a
certain amount of time had passed
and after the instrument had been
well played in. The truth is that
they didn'tknow enough about the
acoustics of instrument construe-

necessary if one hopes to produce
instruments that soundwell.
It is only too natural that starting

from this position, and with the intro-
duction of early electronic equipment
capable ofanalyzing thespectralcompo-
sition ofviolin sounds, thefirst pioneers
in this field concentrated mainly on just
this. This history is clearly surveyed in
an excellent article from the year 1983
"A History ofViolin Research," by one
of the most prominent of these rather
early pioneers, C. Hutchins. It is inter-
esting to note that the amount of space
devoted to the importance of thechoice
of woodfor the acoustical properties of
the instrument is, in line with the lim-
ited amount of research into that prob-

lem until thatdate, quitesmall indeed.
Here is a quotation from another

prominent early pioneer, H. Meinel
(1960): "The material of the resonance
woodplays a definiterole in the forma-
tion of the acoustic properties. But the
importance ofthis effect must not beover-
rated. (Italics by H.G.M.). Uninten-
tional deviations in the hand-making of
commercial violins, in particular an in-
accuracy in maintaining the thickness,
overshadows the effect of the wood
quality." As previously shown, (H.
Meyer 1995), and as will again be
pointedout below in detail, the present
authorcertainly doesnot agree.

Projection
Thefirst andforemost condition for a

soloist's concert violin is that it should
be able toproject its sound into the far-
thest cornerof the concert hall. Projec-
tion in the first place depends on the
total sound output in the so-called far
field (i.e. at distances large as compared
to the dimensions of the violin). Sec-
ondly, projection also depends on the
spectral distribution of the total sound
power. In fact, as the humanear's sensi-
tivity has a rather pronounced maxi-
mumbetween3 and4 kHz, (Olson 1967
p. 400), the amount of power in this
spectral region is of considerableimpor-
tance for an instrument's capacity to

project, (Schnur 1989, J. Meyer 1982).
While the relative spectral distribution
does dependhighly onthe graduationof
the plates and on the details of the set-

up, especially the bridge and the bass

tion, knowledge that is absolutely
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bar, (Atwood, Croen 1996)the absolute
power in the critical spectral region is
also greatly dependent on the total
sound output, i.e., a low acoustical im-
pedance which in turn depends greatly
on theright choice of wood, (H. Meyer
1995). The mass density and the sound
velocities in the two main directionsare
especially of importance here.

While this article was in review, the
author received a preprint of an article
by Prof. G. Weinreich (1997) of the Uni-
versity of Michigan with the title "Di-
rectional Tone Color." He states there
as a guess that the power to project
might be connected with the property
hementions in the title, i.e., that from a
goodviolin nearly every tone seems to
reach the listener from a different direc-
tion. Thathypothesis is in no waycon-
tradicting our assertion that projection
is better the lowerthe impedance within
thepossibilities givenby holding on to a
suitable tuning schemefor theplates and
using spruce (picea) andmaple (acer) as
materials (see also H. Meyer (1995)). To
the contrary, it is the present author's
conjecture that low values of the acous-
tical impedance (H. Meyer 1995) lead to
relatively large deformations so that
more plate modes will audibly contrib-
ute to the emitted sound. This in turn

will probably also increase the direc-
tionalvariability .

In connection with what we said
above under "some historical observa-
tions," it is interesting to note that
Diinnwald (1991), in his article "Deduc-
tion of Objective QualityParameters of
Old and New Violins," discusses the
concept of loudness, which is closely re-
latedto theability toproject. However,
Diinnwald does not use loudness in the
absolute sense. Instead, he uses it exclu-
sively to compare loudness levels in the
various spectral regions relative to each
other. This corroborates our assertion
made in the previous paragraph con-
cerning the emphasis on the spectral dis-
tribution in previous work.

Dynamic Range
To enable the artist to fully express

theemotional content of the music, his
instrument should possess a very large

difference in musical powerbetween the
loudest obtainable fff and the softest,
barely audible ppp. Again, this means
that the maximum output of the violin
should be very high, whilst the pianis-
simo passages should come out easily
and smoothly and, at the same time,
contain a sufficient amount of harmon-
ics in the 3-to-4kHzregion. The faculty
of the violin toproduce theppp passage
easily and smoothly depends primarily
on the input impedance of the bow
force, which should be small. This in
turn depends on the properties of the
bridge and on the input impedance of
the violin body to theforces exerted by
thebridge feet during bowing. This im-
pedance is again largely determined by
thechoice of thewood (H. Meyer 1995),
i. c., by its mass densityand by its veloci-
ties ofsound.

Tone Quality
The main determining factor of tone

quality, thevarious aspects ofwhich will
be mentioned below, is provided in the
first place by the amount of higher har-
monics. The term "amount" must be in-
terpreted here in two ways. On the one
hand we must think of (a), the relative
output in harmonics belonging to any
single tone, i.e., the power contained in
all harmonics as compared to the power
in the fundamental. On the other hand,
(b), the absolute amount of acoustical
power contained in the harmonics is of
great importance. This last is due to the
fact that the human ear, being a highly
sensitive and also quite non-linear detec-
tor is able to construct the fundamental
(if lower than 2000 Hz) from the har-
monics alone even if the fundamental
were objectively absent, (Gulick, Law-
rence, Gescheider, and Frisina 1989, p.
255). A third important property for
tone quality is (c), the distribution of
poweramong thefrequencies within the
totalharmonic spectrum.

In accordance with what we have
mentioned under historical observa-
tions, it might be said that this last con-
sideration (c) has so far gained most of
the attention. Although the present
author in noway denies its importance,
a certainperspective is called for. This is

due to the well known empirical fact
that,within reasonable limits, a greatso-
loist can elicit "her/his" tone from any
reasonably good violin, (Pickering
1993). This empirical observation was
put onto a firm basis by Lottermoser
(1968). He measured the distribution of
the loudness in sones in the various fre-
quency regions, each having the width
of a musical third, of the same violins
(the "Donaldson" del Gesu of 1739 and
the "d'Egville" del Gesu of 1735), when
played on the one hand by Yehudi
Menuhin and on the other hand by Rug-
giero Ricci. The differences are aston-
ishingly large, in some frequency re-
gions up to 10 sones, which on a
logarithmic scale amounts to 30 phons
in experienced loudness.

A direct consequence of the strength
(in absolute terms) with which the har-
monics are present is the ease with
which flagolette (string harmonic) tones
are produced. It goes without saying
that any soloist wants tobe able to play
Paganini caprices—which are difficult
enough in any case, and which contain
considerable passages consisting of har-
monics alone—with as much ease and
conviction as possible. The lower the
impedance of the violin body, i.e., the
lower the ratio of the mass density di-
vided by the geometrical averageof the
sound velocities in the two principal di-
rections for the two plates, the higher
will be the content ofharmonics (see H.
Meyer(1995) for a detailedexplanation).
In fact, such a lower impedance will
allow the nonlinear force from thebow
to excite moreharmonics.

Another aspect of tone is formed by
the auditive experience obtained from
playing double stops. It was Tartini
whoreported in 1754 thata thirdtone is
clearly heard when a double stop is
played on a really good violin. This ef-
fect, which in musicology is called the
Tartini tone and in physics is called a
combination tone, occurs only when
the sound levelof the twoprimary tones
is strong enough. In fact, although the
violin exclusive of the strings is acousti-
cally a linear system (Marshall 1985), it is
the ear itselfwhich is a highly non-linear
organ which forms the combination
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tones. As the sound level of these
Tartini tones is about40 dB weakerthan
theprimary tones (YonBekesy 1960), it
goeswithout saying that theseprimaries
must be strongenoughin thefirst place.

As mentioned above,given the same
force on thebow and assuming the same
bridge, theprimaries become strongeras
the impedance of the violin body de-
creases. It should be notedhere that the
present author has the hunch, not more
than that and certainly no proof, that
with the low acoustical-impedance
wood he uses, the amplitudes of vibra-
tions of the top and back may be large
enough to yield audible combination
tones in the objective sense. His clients
do comment in any case that thecombi-
nation tones are moreaudible than they
are accustomed to from instruments
with less projectingpower.

Prof. Dr. H. P. Wit of Groningen
University has recently analyzed in his
laboratory one (so far only one) double
stop played by the author on oneof his
recently made violins. Preliminary re-
sults seem to indicate that a difference
tone on a sound level of only about 30
dB below that of the primaries is clearly
present.

The last aspectoftone quality to be dis-
cussed hereis the so-called "evennessover
the strings." It is the author's belief that
the details of the graduation of top and
back, which many makers nowadays
control by plate tuning, are ofprime im-
portance here. Secondly the choice of
stringscanbe veryhelpful indeed.

Articulation
A fourth important attribute which a

solo-concert instrument must possess is
the ability to articulate clearly. It is a
fact that brilliant and impressive solo
concertos contain rapid passages in
abundance. The sensation for the lis-
tener is more impressive the morehe is
able to hear thevarious tones whichrap-
idly follow each other as individual
notes. As shown in a pioneering article
by Rohloff (1964), the faculty of an in-
strument to articulate is highly depend-
ent on the presence of partials in suffi-
cient amounts in the region above 4000
Hz. Thatauthor comparescorrectly the

violin with the human voice, where
clearly articulated speech is dependent
on the presence of sufficiently audible
consonants.

From the point of view of physics,
Rohloff's result can probably be ex-
plained. The vibrations ofaviolin while
emitting a certain tone can be consid-
ered, according to one of the most fun-
damental theorems of physics, as being
the sumof the vibrations ofa numberof
normal modes, thefrequencies ofwhich
are the fundamental and/or the har-
monic partials of that tone. Now, ac-
cording to another fundamental theo-
rem of physics, any of these normal
modes ofvibration needs as much time
to be excited into itsfully vibrating state
as it needs time to come to a stand-still
after the excitation has been stopped.
This so-calleddamping time r is directly
related to the so-called logarithmic dec-
rement 5 via the relation 5 = 1/xf ,
where/is the frequency of each of these
normal modes which constitute the
emitted tone (Schelleng 1982). Al-
though there is probably still some con-
troversy as to the exact frequency de-
pendence of the damping, it is at best
constant with rising frequency, or it
may rise somewhat. The order of mag-
nitude indications we give in thefollow-
ing pertain to the low frequency region.
For eachnormal mode, 5 is composed of
at least three components: the damping
due to the internal friction in the wood
(5 « .025), the damping dueto the loss of
energycaused by theemitted sound (5 «
.022) (Schelleng 1968), and the damping
due to the varnish (5 « .026) (Schelleng
1968).

At frequencies between2000 and 6000
Hz, thedamping dueto the internal fric-
tion appears torise quite a bit (Schelleng
1985), whilst there is probably still a
controversyas to the frequency depend-
ency of the damping caused by the var-
nish. However that may be, we can
safely assume a total decrement above
4000 Hz of .088 which at this frequency
would lead to an excitation time of
about 3 ms . It should benotedthatifthe
ear werenot so highly non-linear that it
can construct the main frequency from
the partials, the rise time of fundamen-

tals in the d-stringrange (300 Hz) would
be of the order of 50 ms, not enough to
make a quick passageof 1/32ndnotes at
a beat rate of say 80 per minute (i.e., 20
ms per note) clearly audible. It is inter-
esting to note that theproperties of the
ear are such that an interval of about 2
ms betweentwo differentsounds are no
longer judged as being simultaneous
(Gulick,Lawrence, Gescheider andFris-
ina 1989,p; 242).

Response to Vibrato
The expressivenessofa virtuoso's vio-

lin tone, and thus the faculty of the
soloist-instrument combination to
catch the ear of the listener and to hold
it, depends greatly on the vibrato effect,
i.e., on the amount of change in fre-
quencyand volume that a certain ampli-
tudeof displacementof the fingerbrings
about. Extensive studies have been per-
formed to obtain an insight into this ef-
fect (Fletcher, Sanders 1967, J. Meyer
1992) . What is important in our context
is that the vibrato effect is more pro-
nouncedthe more"spiky" theresponse
curve is, especially in the 1000 to 3000
Hz region (Mcltyre, Woodhouse 1978
p. 162). In its turn the"spikiness" of this
curveis greatly determinedby a lowin-
ternal acoustical damping, i.e., a small
logarithmic decrement characterizing
the damping of the wood used in con-
struction of the violin improves "spiki-
ness" and hence vibrato. It should be
noted that a strongvibrato effect gives
the player the impression of a greater
tone volume, quite important for ex-
pressiveplaying. The listener, receiving
mainly sound reflected from the walls,
getsthe subjective impression ofa fuller
tone (J. Meyer 1992).

Ease of Playing
In theforegoing we have enumerated

the requirements for a concert violin in
so far as they are audible, mainly to the
listener. Now we have to consider two

last, but by no means less important
points, the ease with which the player
can produce the audible sounds and the
sound the player himself experiences
throughhis ears as well as due to bodily
contactwith the instrument.
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As regards the first point, here all con-
struction and set-up details come to-
gether: arching, graduation, set-up
(bridge, sound post, bass bar, strings),
and thechoice of thewood. In addition,
other properties like the shape and the
finishing of the neck and fingerboard as
well as the shape and smoothness of the
tuning pegsplay a role here. There can
be no doubt that also nowadays violins
can be made which give the player the
feeling that hedoes not needmoreeffort
to reach the audience than he would
have to spend playing on an excellent
old Italian instrument. This means that
on a newly built solo-concert instru-
ment he can concentrate on the expres-
sion ofhismusical feelings justas well.

With respect to the secondpoint men-
tioned, the sound as it is experienced by
theplayer, the luthier must be prepared
to meet widely varying reactions. Not
only does the player primarily hear the
so-called near-field sound, he also gets
auditive sensations due tobone conduc-
tion. Moreovermusicians in most cases
do have extremely sensitive ears. They
may hear overtones—and react either
positively or negatively to them—
which to others are barely or not at all
audible. In the case of negative reac-
tions, another bridge or other makes of
stringsmayhelp. Furthermore, it canbe
mostrevealing if theplayer is enabled to
hearthe sound asit is mainly received by
the audience. This can be moreor less
achieved if someonescreens theplayer's
ears from the directly emitted near-field
sound byholding his handsperpendicu-
lar to the player's cheeks in front of his
ears.

Summary
It maybesaid that the above enumer-

ated conditions which have to be ful-
filled by a violin in order to qualify as a
soloist's concert instrument are at least
necessary but by no means sufficient.
The final choice is the soloist's with his
personal preferences, sensitivities and
idiosyncrasies. H CASJ
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DOWN-HOME LUTHERIE:
A Simple Technique for Measuring Loudness

Carolyn W. Field and Frank H. Field
13 MooreLane
OakRidge, TN

70762.614@compuserve.com

The authorsdescribe a useful methodfor making quantitative measurementsofthe
loudnessofbowed stringed instruments using onlysimple equipment. Usingrepeated
measurements theyconservatively estimate that thereproducibility ofthe method is
better than 10%. They report interesting subjective perceptions of loudness in the
course of the work. Theyfind that subjective loudnessperception is oftentimes a
non-linearfunction ofthepressure amplitude incidentupon theear, andthisfinding is
in accordancewithknown aspects ofthephysiology ofhuman hearing. Theperceived
ability ofa stringed instrument toproject sound may involve the non-linearity ofthe
hearingfunction in addition to thephysicsoftheprojecting instrument.

One ofus (CWF) is a luthier, and in so we considered the question of how expressed by the professional based on
thecourse ofherwork during the we might measure the projection abili- his playing was correct,

past several years she produced Cello 17 ties of our two cellos. We do not have We then started thinking about how
(numbering sequential over her total easy access to the large hall convention- such measurements could be made in a
oeuvre) finished in 1991 and Cello 24 ally used for making such measure- more convenient and, especially, in a
finished in 1995. As is her practice, she ments. more quantitative way. Many years ago
recruited as many people as possible to Our first experiment was primitive Saunders (1966) devised a simple proce-
play both instruments and to express and qualitative. Our home/workshop/ dure for making violin loudness meas-
opinions about theirquality, and in par- laboratory is a two-storyhouse, the bot- urements, which involved bowing by
ticular she attempted to include in this torn halfofwhich consists of tworooms hand a series of notes on the instrument
group of players local professional of about equal size (ca. 500 sq.ft.) sepa- under investigation as loudly as possible
stringplayers, who mightbeexpectedto rated by a short hall containing a door. and electricallyrecording the soundpro-
have a relatively wide experience with The experiment consisted of CWF (a duced. This produced what Saunders
stringed instruments. One such profes- cello player) playing orchestral passages called a loudness (output) curve. We in-
sional after playing the instruments ex- alternately on the two cellos in one vestigated the question as to whether we
pressed the opinion that hethought that room with FHF listening in the other could do something similar using only
Cello 17 would project better, but he room with the door closed. CWF made the quite simple electrical equipment
could not say with certainty because the every effort to play the instruments as that we had in the house and shop. To
testwas takingplace in a smallroom. much alike as possible, and at no time summarize,wedeveloped asimilar tech-

The question of the projection abili- did FHF know which instrument was nique which produced results which we
ties of instruments is one that interests beingplayed. find of interest and which may have
us but onewereally did not understand, The experiment was quite successful somepractical value.

Editor's Note: One refereefor thispa-
per preferred to substitute the terms
"soundpressure levels" or "sound am-
plitude" for "loudness." Some readers
may also prefer to make that substitu-
tion, although: the authors preferred to
retain theiroriginal language.

in that the amplitude of the soundin the
second roomfrom Cello 17was invaria- Experimental
bly distinctly greater than that of the Ourexperimentalsetup consisted ofa
sound from Cello 24, and as a conse- microphoneproviding the input into an
quencethe definition of the musical pas- amplifier, the output of which was
sages was much clearer on Cello 17. measured with an analog volt-ohm-am-
Cello 17 was projecting down the hall meter. The microphone was a Realistic
and through the door morepowerfully (Radio Shack) Stereo Electret Micro-
than Cello 24, and the tentative opinion phone System, Cat. No. 33-919A, Fre-
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kHz. The amplifier was a Realistic (Ra-
dio Shack) MPA-40 35 Watt Public Ad-
dress Amplifier, Frequencyresponse 70- 20,000 Hz, and the volt-ohm-ammeter
was a Micronta (Radio Shack) 43-Range
Multitester. This obviously is not high
technologyequipment. As we stated in
the title of this paper, this is a down-
home study for which this inexpensive,
down-homeequipment was all that was
available. However, we should further
state at this time that thefocus of the ex-
periments is thecomparison ofdifferent
instruments always using the same
equipment and the same technique, and
for this purpose ourequipment seemed
tobeadequate.

We had no way of determining the de-
greeof linearity between input and out-
put ofourequipment, and we areforced
to assumethatit is adequate. Themicro-
phonewas operatedin itsunidirectional
mode. The amplifier was the oneCWF
used for the plate tuning procedure
whichis aroutine partofherinstrument
production operation, and for the pre-
sent measurements it was always oper-
ated at maximum gain. One of its out-
puts provides ACvoltages in therange 0
- 70v. This voltage was measuredby the
volt-ohm-ammeter set toread AC volts.
The range of output voltages produced
was 0- 35v. Toread these therange scale
of the meterwas set to 0- 10voro- 50

v,

asappropriate.
Weplayed the instrument to be tested

at a fixed distance of 8 feet from the mi-
crophone and manually recorded the
AC voltage generatedby the sound. To
be practical, with our setup the meas-
urement requires two people: one to
play the instrument and the other to
read the voltmeter and manually to re-
cord its value. FHF played the
under-the-chin instruments; CWF
played the between-the-knees instru-
ments. The setup was such that the
playercould not see themeteror thefig-
ures being recorded, and our practice
was to havenocommunication between
the participants over the course of the
complete measurement on an instru-
ment. We played chromatic scales for

three octaves starting at the lowest note
of the instrument.

We started with the practice of play-
ing and recording both the open string
note and the corresponding stopped
notes for the three notes of the scale for
which this is possible (D, A, E for violin;
G, D,A for cello andviola) . Welater de-
cided that this added little to theexperi-
ment,but it also doesnot hurt, so the re-
sults reported hereinclude thispractice.

In the Saunders measurements re-
ferred to above, the bowing technique
used was to play the notes as loudly as
possible, whichpresumably involved a
fairly rapid bowstroke. Note that Saun-
ders also used a smooth, 4 second dura-
tion bowstroketo obtain what herefers
to as response curves, which differ sig-
nificantly from loudness curves. We
were not sure that our simple equip-
ment wouldrespond quickly enough ac-
curately to register the burst of sound
produced by a rapid bow stroke, so we
adopted the procedure of bowing
smoothly from frog to tip.

The time required for a bow stroke
was perhaps 3 -4 seconds, and theplayer
was at pains to attempt to bow as
smoothly and reproducibly as possible
with the goal that the outputvoltmeter
would achieve and maintain a sensibly
constant value. This was oftentimesnot
the case, and then considerable subjec-
tiveness entered into the decision as to
what value should be recorded. How-
ever, each of us when serving as
reader/recorder attempted to standard-
ize our subjectiveness. This variability
in the output across the stroke of the
bow is of interest in itself, as shall be
mentionedlater.

To reduce the effect of the random
error in these measurements we exe-
cuted and recorded the results of three
bow strokes on each note, and these
were averaged. Obviously executing
more bow strokes per note would in-
crease theprecision ofthe average,but it
wouldequally obviously increasetheef-
fort and time needed for the measure-
ments. The voltages recorded by the
reader/recorder were transferred manu-
ally into the spreadsheet of a PC com-
puter for storageanddatamanipulation.

We should emphasize here that these
measurements are surely very sensitive
to the identities of the equipment, the
room in which they occur, and, espe-
cially, the person bowing the notes.
Pickering (1988) has treated this matter
in some detail. We can say simply that
ItzhakPerlman wouldproduceabsolute
voltages different from those of FHF.
Therefore, comparisons of different in-
struments have a chance of being mean-
ingful only when using the sameequip-
ment andpersonnel.

Results

o. Objective Results
The work that we have done on this

project divides itself into two parts and
periods. The first part was undertaken
in September and October of 1995, ini-
tially quite tentatively for our own en-
lightenment, but thenmore seriously as
theresults provedtobe of interest. Un-
fortunately, in the middle of October
the work was interrupted by a long-
scheduled remodeling of the room
which was serving as our laboratory,
and it was not possible to resume until
March, 1996. In this latter phase of the
work weconcentrated on the matter of
establishing the degree of reproducibil-
ity and reliability of these down-home
measurements, and we shall present
these results first even though they are
out ofchronological order.

As we said above, the initial impetus
of this work was to investigate thepro-
jection ability of bowed stringed instru-
ments, and this remains a major experi-
mental focus. However, as a result of
the work we have formed the opinion
that whatever else may be involved in
projection ability, it certainly includes
loudness, and we concluded that we
were really involved with loudness
measurements.

Toextractmeaningful measures ofthe
loudness of the instruments studied, we
used the spreadsheet program of the
computer to average the three voltages
measured at each different note in the
three-octave chromatic scale (forty
notes including theopenstring/stopped
string duplicates), and then theseforty

quencyresponse = 30— 15,000 Hz,Sen-
sitivity = -72 dB, 0 dB = lv/mbar at 1
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averagevoltages weresummed to obtain
a loudness figure of merit (the Voltage
Sum). The loudness figure of merit is

Table 1 -Run38 for Violin 16(mezzo)

NOTE VOLTS (.NOTE VOLTS (AC) STD. % STD.
thus based on 40 x 3 = 120 individual V(l) V(2) V(3) V(AVG.)

DEV. DEV.
measurements, and we hoped that this V(l) V(2)
rather large number of measurements G 11 12G 11 12 7 10.0 2.2 21.6wouldto a considerable degree compen- G' 8 8Gf 8 8 9 8.3 .5 5.7
satefor the errors which are obviously A 8 6 7 7.0 .8 11.7inherent in the individual measure- A' 9 mA' 9 10 7 8.7 1.2 14.4ments.

We investigated the short-termrepro-
ducibility of our loudness measure-

B 25 26
C 9 9
B 25 26 23 24.7 1.2 5.1
C 9 9 7 8.3 .9 11.3

ments by making eight three-octave
measurementsoverarelatively shortpe-

a 77
D 11 15
a 7 7 8 7.3 .5 6.4
D 11 15 11 12.3 1.9 15.3

riod of time, namely, between 9 March Do 8 8Do 8 8 8 8.0 ,0 .0
1996 and 15 March 1996. The instru- D' .7 8D' 7 8 7 7.3 .5 6.4
ment used was Violin 16, a mezzoviolin E 6 8E 6 8 6 6.7 .9 14.1(using the terminology of the Hutchins F 13 9 8 10.0 2.2 21.6 Iviolin octet) constructed by CWF in F' 11"! 10F' 10 12 8 10.0 1.6 16.31990. It is a superb instrument which
has beenthefavorite ofFHF eversinceit G 7 6 5 6.0 .8 13.6
first appeared.

We give asTable 1theresults obtained
in R3B, which is an arbitrarily selected

G' 7 5
A 10 8
Ao 10 11

G' 7 5 6 6.0 .8 13.6
A 10 8 7 8.3 1.2 15.0

Ao 10 11 10 10.3 .5 4.6
oneof theseeight runs. The designation A' 8 10A' 8 10 10 9.3 .9 10.1
G', A', etc. in the leftmost column rep- B 30 45B 30 45 40 38.3 6.2 16.3
resents G sharp, A sharp, etc. Do, Ao, C 20 15C 20 15 10 15.0 4.1 27.2and Eo represent the open D, A, and E
strings. The voltages produced by the
three individual bowstrokes aregiven in

C 12 9
D 5 6
rv -ii -\ i

c 12 9 10 10.3 1.2 12.1
D 5 6 5 5.3 .5 8.8

columns 2-4, and their average in col- D' 13 13 9 11.7 1.9 16.2
umn 5. Column 6 is the standard devia- E 7 8E 7 8 8 7.7 .5 6.1
tion for the three individual voltages,
and column 7is thepercent standard de-

Eo 12 11
F 13 10

Eo 12 11 11 11.3 .5 4.2
F 13 10 7 10.0 2.4 24.5

viationfor these. F 15 15F' 15 15 14 14.7 .5 3.2
At thebottom of thetable is given the G 15 16G 15 16 18 16.3 1.2 7,

sum over all the notes of the average G' 19 26G' 19 26 25 23.3 3.1 13.2voltages, the Voltage Sum, which we
take as the loudness figure of merit for
the instrument. Similarlywe give the
average of the standard deviations over

A 8 20
A' 15 12
B 12 8

A
A'

8
15

20
12

16
13

14.7
13.3

5.0
1.2

34.0
9.4

B 12 8 9 9.7 1.7 17.6
all the notes and the average of the per- C 13 9C 13 9 12 11.3 1.7 15.0
cent standard deviation over all the a 15 8c 15 8 10 11.0 2.9 26.8
notes . This latter quantity is a measure D 8 7D 8 7 4 6.3 1.7 26.8
of the overall dispersion of the voltage
measurements in theexperiment. While

D' 14 18
E 6 6
D1 14 18 20 17.3 2.5 14.4
E 6 6 6 6.0 .0 .0for some notes there is a wide fluctua- F 5 5 6 5.3 .5 8.8tion in the voltage measurements ob- t 5 3

tamed, the value of 12.1% for the aver- F' 5 5 5 5.0 .0 ■o
agepercent standard deviation is rather G 10 12G 10 12 9 10.3 1.2 12.1
better than we initially feared might be VOLTAGE SUMVOLTAGE SUM 443.0
thecase. AY. STD. DEV.AY.STD. DEV. 1.5

We have calculated statistics for the AV.%STD.DEV.AV.%STD.DEV. 12.1
320 note measurements involved in all 1 1 ■■» - - ' '

of the eight runs (960 individual meas-
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Each of theeight measurements in this 6.6 % = 4.4 %. Theprobable error is the
series yielded an Voltage Sum, and these error,r, for whichonehalf of the errors
are given in Table 2. While the experi- in n observations are greaterthan r and
ments involved making measurements onehalf are less thanr. We think that as
on three-octave chromatic scales, the a conservative estimate our chromatic
spreadsheetprogram enables usto extract Voltage Sumvalues may be lookedupon
Voltage Sums for the diatonic scales em- as beingprecise to about 10%, andpossi-
bedded in the chromatic scales, and val- bly somewhat less.
ues for Voltage Sum (Diatonic) are in- Examination of columns three and.
eluded in Table 2. The absolute values five of Table 2 shows that some differ-
are, of course, different from the Voltage ences exist in the values of (Chromatic
Sum (Chromatic) values, and to permit a Sum)/Nand (Diatonic Sum)/N, but the
comparison the Voltage Sums divided by averages of the two sets ofvalues for the
the number of measurements (notes) in- eight runs tabulated (11.32 and 11.38)
volvedinmaking them arealso tabulated. arevery close. However, thepercentage

The most significant entry in Table 2 standard deviation for the diatonic sums

* Averageofeight runs

RunNumber Date Voltage
Sum

RIO 16Sept95 540

R2l 11 Oct95 534

From Table 2 March 96 453*

is somewhat greater than that for the
Table2 - VoltageSums (VS) for Violin 16Table2 - VoltageSums (VS) for Violin 16(mezzo)> (mezzo) chromatic sums, which is exactly what

onewould expect in view of the smaller
RunNumber ChromaticRunNumber Chromatic DiatonicDiatonic number of samples included in the dia-

tonic value. Thismatter of the diatonic
VS VS/#IVS VS/#NotesNotes VS VS/#NotesVS VS/#Notes values was investigated because only

about half as much work is required to
R26 423.0 10.58R26 423.0 10.58 227 10.32227 10.32 made a diatonic run. One sees that dia-
R33 473.0 11.83R33 473.0 11.83 276 12.53276 12.53 tonicvalues mightbe valuable, although

of somewhat lower precision than their
R34 433.0 10.83R34 433.0 10.83 246 11.20246 11.20 chromatic analogs.

R35 439.0 10.98R35 439.0 10.98 220 9.98220 9.98
We now consider the work per-

formed in the fall of 1995. As we shall

R36 517.0 12.93 290 13.18
see, there may be a discontinuity be-

R36 517.0 12.93 290 13.18 tween the results obtained then and
R3B 443.0 11.07R3B 443.0 11.07 265 12.05265 12.05 those obtained in the spring of 1996.

This possible discontinuity is not at the
R4O 424.0 10.60

R4l 470.3 11.76

R4O 424.0 10.60 229.7 10.44

250.3 11.38

229.7 10.44 present a matterof concern because we
do not represent our loudness measure-
ment method to have long-term stabil-R4l 470.3 11.76 250.3 11.38
ity. Whether it doesor not will have to

AVERAGES 452.8 11.32AVERAGES 452.8 11.32 250.5 11.38250.5 11.38 be determinedby anotherstudy, and the
STD. 30.1 0.80
DF.VTA TTONS
STD. 30.1 0.80 23.3 1.0623.3 1.06 answer to this question does not affect

the validity of the short-term compari-
J_7io, V ±r\. 1 i.W±>is

%STD. 6.6 6.6

DEVIATIONS

9.3 9.32
sonsbeingpresentedhere.

Some of 'the measurements made in%STD. 6.6 6.6 9.3 9.32
DEVIATIONSDEVIATIONS fall, 1995 were not replicated to the ex-

tent that we wouldhave liked before we
were forced to shut down our opera-
tions because of the house renovations.
To try to makereplicate measurements

arements). The average percent stan-
dard deviation using 320 sets of three

?ow

strokes is 14.2%, and we conclude
;hat crude though our procedure ap-
pears on the surface, it produces results
:hat have a sufficient degree of consis-
ency to make it potentially usable.

Each of theeight measurements in this

is the figure of 6.6 % for the percentage
standard deviation of the eight chro-
matic Voltage Sum values. The prob-
able error is defined as 0.67 times the
standard deviation (Margenau and Mur-
phy 1956,p. 511), so ourprobable error
for thechromatic Voltage Sums is 0.67 x
6.6% =4.4%. Theprobable error is the

at the time of writing (spring, 1996)
would in effect require making all the
measurements ab initio, which we are
not in a position to do, in part because
some of the instruments studied are no
longer available to us. Thus wepresent

Table 3 - Voltage sums for Violin 16
(mezzo)

cries yielded an Voltage Sum, and these error,r, for whichonehalf of the errors
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ourfall results as they stand.
We wish first to give in Table 3 there-

sults obtained in fall, 1995 on Violin 16
(Mezzo) . Onesees that at this time two
measurements were made separated in
time by nearly a month, and they gave
closely agreeing values for the Voltage
Sum, with an average of 537. One fur-
ther sees from Table 3 that this is appre-
ciably, and we think significantly, dif-
ferent from the value of 453 obtained as
the average of the eight-run reproduci-
bility studymade inMarch, 1996.

We can only speculateabout the cause
for this difference, which we think is
outside the range of random variations
as determinedby theMarch, 1996study.
Perhaps the most likely reason is that
the configuration of theroom in which
our measurements were made was sig-
nificantly changed by the remodeling
that took place after the fall, 1995 series
of measurements. A change in the
acoustics of theroomprobably resulted.

Perhaps the second most likely rea-
son is that during Winter, 1996Violin
16 suffered an accident which punched
a hole in one of its ribs. As a conse-
quence its top was removed, the hole
repaired, and the top replaced. As a
final possibility, the weather in Ten-
nessee in late summer and early fall is
different from that in late winter and
early spring. Whatever the reason,for
the instruments other than Violin 16
only the values obtained in fall, 1995
will be inter-compared.

Because our study was initiated by
our interest in the relative qualities of
Cello 17and Cello 24, we first consider
the results obtained on them. More
measurements were made on Cello 24,
and we consider these first and present
them in Table 4. A totalof 12runs were
made on this instrument under different
circumstances, and in Table 4 these are
divided into three groups. The first
group (six runs in the groupRl through
Rl7) were made with the cello in its
original configuration orrestored to its
original configuration. One sees from
the table that the average Voltage Sum
for theseruns is 444 with a standard de-
viation of 17.6,which corresponds to a
percent standard deviation of 4.0 %.

CASJ Vol. 3, No. 3 (Series II), May 1997

Table4 -Voltage Sums for Cello 24

changed the bridge; and she changed a conventional rubber mute weighing 9
string. grams. Bar 4is the average of thetwore-

Unfortunately, several changes were suits obtained from the cello when
made simultaneously, and thereforemdi- mutedwith a74 grampractice mute, and
vidual effects cannot be disentangled. Bar 3is the value obtained when the
However, runs R3 and R4 inTable4were cello was muted with a conventional
made with the modified cello. CWF wooden mute which was loaded at its
formed the subjective opinion that the top with oil clay to make the total
modifications worsened theperformance weight 40 grams.
of the instrument, and this is reflected in In this makeshift mute the center of
thelowervalues oftheVoltageSums given mass was quite high above the bridge,
for R3 andR4 in Table4. When themodi- andonereally doesnotknow themagni-
fications were eliminated and thecello re- tude of the muting effect it will have,
turnedtoits initial configuration theVolt- Regardless of this uncertainty, it is clear
age Sums obtained returned to their that the Voltage Sum decreases mono-
original values as did CWF's subjective tonically as the muting mass increases,
opinion. which is what one expects and corre-

In order to learn more about the be-
haviorof ourVoltage Sum quantity, we Table5 - Voltage sumsfor Cello 17
made an experiment where we deliber-
ately reduced the response of Cello 24
by muting it. Runs R9, Rl6, RB, and
Rl5 tabulated as the last group in Table
4 give theresults of the experiment. The
results arealsoplotted in Figure 1. Bar 1,
the leftmost one in theplot, is the aver-
age Voltage Sum (444) from Table 4 for
the unmuted cello. Bar2 is thevalue ob-
tainedfrom thecello whenmuted with a

This is of the
same order of
magnitude, al-
though slightly
better, than the
percent standard
deviation found
for Violin 16 in
the eight runs
tabulated in
Table 2.

CWF was not
pleased with the
performance of
Cello 24 after the
Rl measurement,
especially com-
pared with there-
sults on Cello 17
to be presented
shortly, and she
responded with
standard luthier
behavior: she
changed the
sound post; she

Run Date Voltage Sum

Rl lSept9s 442
R6 8 Sept95 430

R7 9 Sept95 429
Rl2 18Sept 95 474
Rl3 19Sept 95 455
Rl7 25 Sept 95 434
Averageofaboveruns 444
Std. Deviation 17.6
%Std. Deviation 4.0
R3 1Sept 95 390
R4 5 Sept 95 388
R9 (9 gmmute in place) 12 Sept95 379
Rl6 (40 gmmutein place)
R8 (74 gmmute inplace)

24 Sept95
10Sept95

231
184

Rl5 (74em.mutein place) 25 Sept95 219

Average ofRB&RIS 202
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Table 6 - VoltageSums forseveral instruments

A number of other instru-
mentsweremeasured, and the
results obtained on these are

sponds to what one hears subjectively given in Table 6. Violin 22was made by
from the cello. These results obtained CWF and is generally considered to be a
with Cello 24add to ourconfidencethat very goodinstrument. From Table 6 one
the Voltage Sum is a reproducible and sees that its loudness figureis about equal
useful measureof instrument loudness. to that of the Scarampella, and both are

Two runs were made on Cello 17, appreciably louder than the Bagatella.
and these are summarized in Table 5. However, all three of these instruments
Comparing the average Voltage Sum are appreciably less loud than Violin 16,
value for Cello 17in Table 5 with that which is the mezzo violin in our collec-

Figure 1 -Effectofmutes onCello 24

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

Mute Weight in Grams

for Cello 24 in Table 4 one
sees that the value for Cello
17 is 69 units (14 %) higher
than that for Cello 24. Plac-
ing the conventional mute

on Cello 24reduced its Volt-
age Sum by 16%, which is
comparable with the
amount that Cello 24 is
weakerthan Cello 17. Thus,
we can understand quantita-
tively why the professional
who played the two instru-
ments thought that 17
would carrybetter and why
we also thought that this was
the case with our down-the-
hall-and-through-the-door
experiment: Cello 17 is ap-
preciably louder than Cello
24.

60 65 70 75

tion. Considering the cellos, the cello
made by Carleen Hutchins (SUS 203) lies
midway in loudness between CWF Cel-
los 17 and24. However, theloudest cello
that we tested was an inexpensive Chi-
nese student instrument borrowed from
an Oak Ridge music storefor purposes of
testing.

Our viola testing was quite limited,
consisting of one run each on Viola 19
made by CWF and the alto violin made
by Carleen Hutchins (SUS 132). Both
were loud, with the alto violin having
the distinction of being the instrument
which gave the highest value of all for
the Voltage Sum (632 units). We have
known subjectively that this instrument
is loud for many years, for when it is
played in a string quartet its player must
take great pains not to drown out the
other instruments.

We should say that we do not know
whetherloudnesses as measuredby our
VoltageSums can be comparedbetween
different types of instruments, i.e., can
the loudness figure for a cello legiti-
mately be compared with that for a vio-
lin? While we see no physical reason
why it should not, we shall not at this
timetryto voicea definitiveanswer.

In summary, we have made loudness
measurements on ten different instru-
ments, and the Voltage Sum values ob-
tainedranged from 200 for the heavily
mutedCello24 to632 for the alto violin.
The Voltage Sumsunequivocally reflect
obvious loudness differences: the heav-
ily mutedcello doesnot soundloud, and
its Voltage Sum reflects this. However,
the Voltage Sums also give information
about smaller differences in loudness
that arenot subjectively obvious.

FHF alwaysknew that themezzovio-
lin (Violin 16) wasvery good, but he did
not know that it would produce the
highest score of the several violins
tested. Similarly, while everybody con-
cerned suspected that Cello 17 was
louder than Cello 24, the differencethat
the Voltage Sums indicated was greater
than was subjectively apparent. We
really wereunable subjectively to order
Cello 17, Cello 24 and the Hutchins
cello, and the result that the Chinese
student cello was the loudestof thefour,

RunNumber and Date Voltage
Instrument Sum
Rll 16Sept 95 374
Violin22
R22 11 Oct 95 434
Violin22
Average, Violin 22 404
Rl9 26 Sept 95 400
ScarampellaViolin
R2O 26 Sept 95 331
BagatellaViolin
R24 11 Oct 95 513
Viola 19
R23 11 Oct 95 632
HutchinsAlto Violin
R5 5 Sept9s 482
Hutchins Cello
R25 11 Oct 95 579
Chinese Cello
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and by a considerable margin, came as
quite asurprise.

b. Subjective Results

We nowturn to a matter thatwe find
interesting and exciting, which is our
subjective responses to the measure-
ments as they weremade. Inparticular,
both investigators found many times
that the loudness of a note as indicated
by the output meter of the equipment
came as a surprise to therecorder of the
measurement. For example, onesees in
Table 1 that approximately a four-fold
differenceexists betweenthe voltages of
the A' and B notes in the octave above
middle C, but this difference(and many
others similar to it) was effectively not
detected by our ears. Furthermore, the
player of the instrument usually had at
best only a vague idea as to its loudness
(remember that no communication be-
tween player and recorder was permit-
ted), and the Voltage Sum obtained of-
tentimes cameas asurprise.

We began stronglyto suspect that our
ears wereplaying tricks on us. Beyond
this, the player seemed to be able to re-
ceive little auditory feedback for the
control of the bow stroke. The bow
strokes weresupposedto besmooth and
even, and they were not so fast that in
principle some control of the volume
over the course of the stroke could not

be appliedto obtain auniform response.
In fact thiswas frequentlynot the case.

One seesfrom Table 1 for some notes a
considerable variation in the voltages
were obtained with the three different
bow strokes, and in general the player
was not aware of this. The results of all
bow strokeswererecorded, except in the
casewhere theplayer stopped in themid-
dlebecause ofan obvious problem like an
egregious scratch. Obtaining reproduci-
bleresults with differentbow strokeswas
much more a matter of the mechanical
skill of bowing than of auditory feed-
back. In an early paperHutchins (1973)
refers to work where even when the
player tried to be consistent, there were
observable variations with consecutive
bowstrokes, so theproblem we encoun-
tered isnot limited to us.

This is not to say that no variations in
volume are detected, for they are. One
cancertainly distinguisha ppfrom anff
in playing aninstrument, and wehad no
trouble detecting that Cello 24 played
moresoftly when loaded with theprac-
tice mute thanit did without it. Never-

equipment indicated thepresence of sig-
nificant loudness differences that our
ears werebasically unable to perceive.

One knows that the emission audio
spectra (response curve) of string in-
struments such as that in Table 1 con-
tain peaks and valleys, but our subjec-
tive perception does not detect these
loudness inhomogeneities. Hutchins,
in her seminal review paper on violin
physics (1962), observes in passing
that it often comes as a shock to a mu-
sician to discover that his instrument
is much louder at certain notes than at
others. Thus our inability to distin-
guish loudness inhomogeneities has
long been anticipated.

One can raise the question as to
whether our equipment was giving us
erroneous results. The specifications
supplied with the equipment are such
that this is not likely, but most impor-
tant, these unperceived variations in
aural sound occur in different parts of
the spectra for different instruments,
which would not be the case if system-
aticequipment errorswereoccurring.

As a result of our subjective experi-
mental findings weformed the tentative
hypothesis that our inability to distin-
guish loudness differences is, at least in
part, the result of the operation ofnor-
mal human hearing physiology. It
comes as surprising news to us (from
reading generated by our investigation)
that human hearing has a feedback
mechanism which maintains control of
perceivedsound. Thismechanism oper-
ates toreduce theperceived sound when
the sound incident on the earrises above
a thresholdlevel. Thusour naive,adhoc
hypothesis is compatible with known
hearing function. Handel (1989) gives
valuable information on this subject,
and useful (andrelatively accessible) in-
formation on ear physiology and hear-
ing is also given in the Encyclopaedia

Britannica(l976).
Very briefly, sound information is

transmitted from the eardrum to the
inner ear by a system of three bones
(the malleus, incus, and stapes), and to
these are attached two pairs of muscles
(the tympanic muscle attached to the
malleus and the stapedius muscle at-
tached to the stapes). To paraphrase
the information given by Handel on
pp. 467-468, when stimulated by high
intensity sounds, the stapedius muscle
contracts reflexively (the auditory re-
flex (sometimes called the aural reflex))
to change the coupling between the
bones connecting the eardrum to -the
inner ear, and the effect is the attenua-
tion of the low frequency (here defined
as frequencies below 1000 Hz) vibra-
tion that reaches the inner ear. The
strength and timing of thereflex is a di-
rect function of intensity. The reflex is
initiated atrelatively modestsoundlevels
(about 65 dB, or moderate speaking lev-
els). The reflex can reduce the transmis-
sion oflowfrequency tones by afactor of
10to 100. (Italicizationours.) The re-
flex is too slow toprotect theinner ear
structures against intense, rapid tran-
sients (gunshots are usually used as il-
lustrations), and the reflex adapts to
long duration tones, thereby decreas-
ing the low frequency attenuation.

We assert that thesoundsproduced in
our loudness tests fall into the loudness
range where the auditory reflex can be
operative,and thisreflex washedoutour
perception ofmany loudness differences
in our measurements. Even in FHF's
amateurish hands a violin makes at least
as much sound as that of moderate
speaking levels. The player of an un-
der-the-chin instrument which is roar-
ing away at a mean distance of 7 - 8
inches from his/her ear is subjected to a
sound appreciably more intense than
that of moderate speaking levels. The
frequency range which is attenuated by
the reflex (< 1000Hz) covers the funda-
mentals of all the notes played in our
tests except those in the range above
highC. Ourprocedureof tryingto bow
smooth, even notesputs us in the range
where the reflex operates; that is our
sounds do not involve loud, rapid tran-

theless, we reiterate that our electrical
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sients. The duration of our note (3-4
seconds) is probably not great enough
for the onset of the adaptation of the re-
flex referred to above, although this is
justour surmise.

We wish to mention that Handel
gives several otherpieces of information
about hearing and loudness, but to con-
servespace we shall summarize them by
saying that from severalpoints ofview it
appears that in alargerange of loudness,
perceived loudness and incident loud-
ness arenot verylinearly related.

This phenomenon, to the extent that
it operates and applies, has significant
implications for lutherie and music in
general. For example, to return to in-
strument projection, whichis wherewe
started in this work, one frequently
hears it said that while a given instru-
ment may not sound like much to a
playerunder his/herear, it carries across
a hall, i.e., it has goodprojection charac-
teristics. We have never heard a con-
vincing explanation for the phenome-
non, and Saunders in his 1962 paper
states that the carrying power (projec-
tion) ofa violin is much debated and lit-
tle understood. He discusses the matter
andreaches the unarguable but not par-
ticularly informative conclusion that
carryingpowerdependsonthepowerof
the violinand the natureof thehall.

We make the suggestion that projec-
tion is primarily a matter of the degree
of instrument loudness (such as would
be measured by an objective technique
like ours). The player perceiving the
sound by ear is not privy to this degree
of loudness becauseof the auditoryfeed-
back control referred to above. On the
other hand, at theback ofa large hall the
loudness will be attenuated by the in-
verse square law and by absorption of
the sound in theroom, andtheloudness
may well fall below the auditoryreflex
threshold to aregion where a greaterde-
gree of linearity between incident and
perceived loudness exists in the ear of
the hearer. Then differences in the
source loudness of differentinstruments
will be perceived by the listener at the
back of the hall as a difference in projec-
tion ability. A similar rationale may be
offered for the results of our down-

the-hall-and-through-the-door experi-
ment: the hall and doorprovide the at-
tenuation neededto enable the listener
beyond the door to distinguish the two
cellos under test. We suggest that the
concept of instrument projection is as
much a matter of human physiology as
ofviolinphysics.

Conclusion
We think that the loudness measure-

ment technique that we describe is a
valuableone for obtainingquantitative
and subtle information about the loud-
ness of bowed string instruments. By
extension it can constitute one of the
measures of instrument quality. It is
unpretentious and inexpensive enough
thatvirtually any luthier can useit,but
if desired it can be elaborated to make
the measurements easier. Since its de-
velopment the policy in thisworkshop
will be to measure the Voltage Sum for
all instrumentsproduced or workedon
seriously. This information will be
kept as part of the information file on
theinstrument.

We are very intrigued by our subjec-
tive loudness observations. It appears to

us that the nonlinearity of human hear-
ing has great implications for violin mak-
ersand musicians. We do notknow how
widespread the knowledge of this phe-
nomenonis among such workers,andwe
have no immediate wayof findingout.

We ourselves have neverheard it re-
ferred toby luthiers and musicians. We
can say that while the operation of the
pupil of the eye has been known to us
for most of our lives,knowledge about
the existenceof a similar mechanism in
the ear comes to us only as a result of
the workreported here. We have spo-
ken of the matterto as many as possible
of our scientist/musician friends, and
the information is newto them. It does
not appear that manypeople are aware
of the phenomenon (not counting
otologists and audiologists), although
we would liketo be enlightened on the
subject.

But, in summary, from our experi-
ments we haveformed the opinion that
the human ear canbe quiteaninexact in-
strument for perceiving fine gradations

of loudness. We have developed a possi-
ble rationale for our findings. We think
that luthiers and musicians would do
well, first, tobe awareof the ear's limita-
tions in thisregard, and, second, to sup-
plement the loudness perceptions of the
ear with objective procedures such as
that described here. B CASJ
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ACOUSTIC EXPERIMENTS WITH THE VIOLIN
Robert T. Jones

Consulting Professor
Stanford University

In theseexperiments a small electromagnetic transducer isarrangedto drivethe violin
bridge laterally, in thedirection ofstringmotion. Thetransducer isactivatedby an os-
cillating voltage ofvaryingfrequency andtheresulting sound is measuredbya sound
levelmeter. The oscillating voltage input is generatedbyaMacintosh computer which
alsorecords thesoundlevelandplots theresult asamplitude vsfrequency.
Theresults are used tocharacterize thefrequency response ofgood andbad violins, to
demonstrate the influence ofthe soundpost and to show the effects ofbridge compli-
ance. Vibrationpatterns(Chladnipatterns) ofviolinplates areshown andareused to
explain thedirectionalproperties ofviolin tones. Thepaper includesthe computerpro-
gram usedtogeneratetheresults.

The violin has come to us in its pre- roughly circular plates of unequal size cal properties, theback of heavy, dense
sent form after more than a thou- connected by a highly arched narrower maple and the top of much lighter

sand years of evolution. The earliest neck. While the outward figure of the spruce having a higher velocity of
instruments showed a great variety but violin shows strict bilateral symmetry, sound.
the form seems to have crystallized the interior does not. On the left side, Professor Saunders (1941) measured
about 400 years ago. If an inventor of under the G string, we find a long bar theresonant properties ofviolins by ap-
the violin could be identified at all, it
would be Gaspar da Salo, near Brescia,

called the "bass bar," while on theright plying electromagnetic forces to oneof
side, under the E string, there is a stiff the strings andrecording the sound out-

Italy. It is said that a few ofGaspar's in- "soundpost" wedgedbetween the belly put. My ownmethod is somewhat sim-
struments, now 400 years old, are still and the back. The top and theback are pier and is shown in Figure 1. Here a
played byproud owners. made ofwoods having different acousti- small speaker with its cone removed is

Following the work ofGaspar and his
pupil Maginni in Brescia, the center of
violin making moved to the workshop
of the Amati family in Cremona, where
Stradivari, Guarneri, and other nowfa-
mous makers learned their art. The
reputation established by these artisans
in Cremona is such that no modern
maker dares suggest that he has made an
improvement, though in fact some not
altogether modest improvements have
beenmade.

It is unfortunate that the Cremonese
makers wrote nothing about their de-
signs, their formulas or their techniques,
yet on examining their work, one finds
evidence of considerable ingenuity in
whatwewouldnowcall acousticscience.

The figure of the violin, together
with its internal construction, seem cal-
culated to produce a wide range of reso-
nant vibrations. In outline we see two

Figure 1 -Experimental setup show-
ingspeaker drive

modified so as to drive the bridge later-
ally, in the direction ofstring vibration.
Theexperiments were made in a small,
heavily curtainedroom equippedwith a
pair of rotatingreflecting surfaceswhich
shift the standing wavepattern. A simi-
lar device is often seen in microwave
ovens, shifting the electromagnetic
wavepattern to avoid "hotspots."

In earlier tests, a sinusoidal exciting
current wasprovided by an audio oscil-
lator and theresulting soundrecorded
from thereading ofasound level meter.

Ina later version, thesine waveexciting
current is provided by a Macintosh
computer which records and plots the
resulting sound level. The computer
can also produce current waves of saw
tooth form, simulating the input of a
bowed string (see Cremer 1984 and
Schelleng 1974). The computer pro-
gram, found in theAppendix tothis pa-
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Figure2 -Responseto pure toneexcitation

per, was devisedby the author's associ- Figure 3 - Violin frequency response. Upper graph: 1718 Stradivarius. Lower
ateRick McWilliams.

Figure 2 shows the frequency re-
sponse of my violins,numbers one and
two, as tested in my laboratory. As
noted by Meinel (1957), violins of good
tone quality show diminished response
in the nasal range of frequencies near j£
1500Hz. Unfortunately,myfirst violin

■

showed prominent overtones in that >
range. Violin number two,on the other
hand, emphasized bright overtones in §
therangenear2000 Hz. Needless to say,
number one was a tonal disaster; num-
ber two, however, had a distinguished
career in the San Diego Symphony. Of
course, one would like to know the
exact structural reasons for the differ-
ence,but these are elusive. The top and
bottom plates of each violin werequite x>
thin around the edges, as recommended ,
by both Saunders and Hutchins, but U
number two was somewhat thickernear J2
the center. 'SIe center.

Figure 3 shows the frequency re- o
sponse of a 1718 Stradivarius violin as
tested in my laboratory. The instru-

graph:modern violin.
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mentwaskindly provided for the testby
RobertMann, Principal Violinist of the
Julliard Quartet. Figure 3 also shows
theresult for a good modern violin hav-
ing rather similar characteristics. The
most prominent difference is the low-
ered amplitude beyond 3000 Hz in the
case of the Strad. As will appear later,
amplitudes in this range can be influ-
encedby shapingthebridge.

As seen on Figure 3, the low fre-
quency cut-off of the violin occurs at
about 260 Hz, well above the open G
stringat 193Hz. Ofcourse, the input of
thebowed string is definitely not a pure
tone and most of thesound energy at G
will appearin the second andhigher har-
monics. At higher positions on the G
string thefirst resonant peak at C# (270
Hz) appears. This lowest peak, known
as the "air resonance" depends primarily
on thevolume of the violin and the area
of the /holes. The amplitude of the
peak, however,is stronglyinfluencedby
theflexibilityof the violin box. Inferior
violins, which are often too thick and
rigid, show weak airresonance.

A still stronger influence on the air
resonance is that of the sound post. Re-
movethe sound post from a violin and
the instrument becomes remarkably
quieton the lower strings. Figures 4 and
5 show theeffect of the sound post as it
appears in my test. Without the sound
post the air resonance is not excited at
all. Thenextpeak is lowered somewhat
in accordance with the well-known
principle that removing a constraint
will lowerthefrequency.

The first rational explanation of the
action of the sound post seems to have
been given by Schelleng (1971). With-
out thesound post, vibrations of thetop
and bottom plates tend toward bilateral
symmetry, in on onesideand out on the
other, causing nochange of interior vol-
ume. The sound post, by fixing the dis-
tance between theplates at apoint offthe
center oftheviolin,removes this symme-
try so that the vibrations are accompa-
nied by changes ofvolume, pumping air
in and out of the/holes and thus excit-
ing the airresonance.

The nextprominent peak is the low-
est plate resonance near A-440. Both

Heifetz's Guarnerius (see Saunders and est motion appears in theregion of the
Hutchins 1952) and Robert Mann's bass bar. Figure 7 shows thepattern at a
Stradivarius have this resonance at 440. higher frequency, 1320 Hz. At thisire-
Instruments that are too stiff often have quency the vibration pattern has a high
this peak as high as 550 Hz, leaving a degree of antisymmetry, i.e., regions of
wide gapbetween the twolower peaks. outward motion on one side of the cen-

Figure 6 shows the vibration pattern terline are matched by equal regions of
ontheback ofa violin atthe lowest plate inward motions onthe other side. For a
resonance. Such patterns are easily ob- listener in the plane of symmetry per-
tainedby sprinkling pumice powder on pendicular to theback plate, the acous-
the surface. At this frequency the great- tic path lengths are nearly equal so that
Figure5 -Influence of the soundpost

G D A E

Figure 4-Influence of the soundpost
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Figure 6 - Vibrationpattern at plate resonance of390Hz

compression waves and expansion phasize scratches or squeaks made by
waves arrive at the listener simultane- thebow. A simple waytoreduce these
ously and no sound will be heard. This unwantedfrequencies is throughmodi-
is not true, however, for a listener in the fications of the bridge. Violin makers
plane of the vibrating plate. Since the and restorers put great store in prop-
width of theplate is comparable to the erly fitting andshaping the bridge. Fig-
wave length, the positive and negative ure 8 shows the influence of the bridge
waves are shifted out of phase and a as determined in my test. In the upper
soundwill be heard. curvesmall wedges have been placed in

Good violins show diminished re- the slots marked on the Figure 9, mak-
sponseat frequencies above about 3000 ing thebridge quite rigid in lateral flex-
Hz. Such frequencies, no doubt, em- ure. In the lowerplot thewedges arere-

Figure 8 -Effect ofbridge compliance

Stiff

bridge- slots closed

Compliantbridge - slots open

Figure 7 -Vibrationpattern at 1320Hz

Figure 9 - Bridgeblank

Slot

c»
moved, restoring the bridge to its nor-
malflexibility. It will be notedthat the
normal bridge reduces the output at
5500 Hz by nearly 10 db. Evidently,
the bridge, in the form said to have
beenperfected by Stradivari, acts as an
effective low-pass mechanical filter.

In the experiments described above
theinput to theviolin has been apure si-
nusoidal force without overtones.

Within the normal range the violin
should also respond with a pure tone
whose amplitude varies with frequency.
The input from a bowed string, how-
ever, is by no means a simple wavebut,
as described by Schelleng, resembles
moreclosely a sawtooth wave, contain-
ing manyhigher harmonics. Figure 10
shows the effect of input waveshape on
the response curve. Note that with the
saw tooth input the loudness is much
more uniform than in the case of the
pure tone input. Most surprising is the
increased level of sound below the
nominal cut-off frequency, soundwhich
must appear in the second and higher
harmonics. S CASJ
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Figure 10- Effect ofinput waveshape onfrequencyresponse

Simulated

bow input (sawtoothwave)
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APPENDIX OPEN "c0m1

:2400,n,8,1"AS

1 LEN=2OOO

VIOLIN TEST PROGRAM freq=2oo
'drawboxand title vol=2oo

MOVETO20, 15 dur=lo

PRINT "Fasttest6000",DATE$ rain:

MOVETO 20,97 SOUNDfreq,dur,vol,l
LINETO 490,97 garbages=lNPUTs(LOC(l),l)

MOVETO 20,150 LINEINPUT

#I,

garbages

LINETO490,150

INPUT#I,VI,V2,V3

FORfreq= 200TO 900STEP 100 level 1=(.001*v1)

x=2s+l3s*LOG(freg/200) x=lo + 135*LOG(freg/200)
LINE(x,4O)-(x,250) y=l3o-50*LOG(.001*v1)
MOVETOx-12,38 CALL LINETO(x,y)
PRINT USING "##";freq/100 freq=freq*l .ol
NEXTfreq IFfreq<7oooTHEN GOTO rain
FORfreq= 1000 TO 7000 STEP 1000
x=2s+ 135*LOG(freg/200)
LINE(x,4O)-(x,250)
MOVETO x-8,38
PRINT USING "##";freq/100
NEXT freq
MOVETO

IO,2SO

STOP
WAVE I,SIN
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NEW VERSUS OLD: Playing-in Instruments through
Vibratory Transmission of Music to the Bridge

Daniel Ling
956 Cherry Point Road, RR 3

Cobble Hill, B. C.
Canada VOR ILO

MeadKillion
Etymotic Research

61 Martin Lane
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

Theauthorsvibratedseveral violins anda violafor 500hours, by attachinga device to
the bridges andplayinganFMclassical music station through it. Mostplayers andlis-
tenersnotedtonalchanges andthought thechanges were improvements.

The notion that old (particularly
Italian) instruments have better

tone and areeasier to play than contem-
porary ones is widespread. Many com-
parisons of select old and new
instruments have been made without
any conclusive supportfor the view. In
one recent comparison, the Tokyo
String Quartet played somewellknown
string quartetmusic with their ownold
Italian instruments (to which theywere
accustomed) and three quartets of mod-
ern instruments (to which they were
not). The event wasreported by Picker-
ing (1994). The audiencecould see and
thus possibly identify which of the in-
struments were being played and this
mayhave been one of the many factors
that influencedthe outcome,one possi-
bly favoringthe oldItalian instruments.

Themusic was, however,recorded by
one of us (MX) and listeners wereasked
to identify the old and modern instru-
ments from excerpts that were pre-
sented in random order through listen-
ing alone. One of us (DL) had a dozen
experienced musicians attempt this
auditory identification task and none
was able to detectconsistent differences
between the old and new instruments.
Most attributed their failure to the less-
than-ideal quality of the recording
rather than their auditory skills. The
other (MX), however, was later able to
identify almost all items on the test cor-
rectly from the sametapes.

Thereasons for the apparent superior-
ity in tone andplayability ofselectold in-
struments is not known. Eban (1981)

considered that it wasdue to theirhaving
been played on extensively and consis-
tently, and noted that after being played
for a whileby a skilled player, an instru-
ment is better than usual for a short time
thereafter, but that an unplayed instru-
ment will "go to sleep" even if the string
tensionhas not beenrelaxed.

Hutchins and Rodgers (1992) point
out that "violinists are well aware that
continuous playing over a period of
time tends to increase the ease ofplaying
and the overall tone qualities of the in-
strument." They describe how one
Jacob AugustusOtto, to speed an instru-
ment's responsiveness, recommended
its laborious bowing in fifths, each fifth
for 1/4 hour daily over its complete
range for a period of 2 -3 months. In
contrast, they themselves described a
method they had devised for playing a
classical radio station through violins
for 1500 hours by means of coupling
loudspeakers (minus cones) to the
bridge. They reported that, for the 12
instruments studied, the Al mode fre-
quency remained constant, but the BI
mode—and hence the Al-Bl A (see
Hutchins 1989)—decreased an average
of22 Hz.

One of us (Killion 1994) later de-
scribed changes with playing in the
tonal qualities of his instruments—a 95
year-old violin and a modern viola—and
suggested thepossibility ofproducing a
"closet violinist," an instrument that
would vibrate the bridge in much the
same manner as that described by
Hutchins and Rodgers. One ofus (DL),

unknown to the other, had already em-
ployed such an instrument—one that
used a bone conduction vibrator from
an audiometer—and had found that
audible changes in the tonal qualities of
violins subjected to such vibration oc-
curred in a matterof afew days.

Together, we decided to study the
phenomenon more closely, obtaining
not only taperecordings of a sample of
radio music played through the instru-
ments before andaftervibrationbutpre-
and post-vibration ratings from compe-
tent violinists on both the sound of the
instruments when they were played by
someoneelse and the ease ofplaying the
instrument themselves.

The need to rate both tone and play-
ability was suggested by the work of
Chiang and Houtsma (1982) who had
found that listeners wereless able than
theplayers to decide onratings. This is a
preliminary report since various con-
straints, including the difficulty in ob-
taining sufficient judges allowedus to vi-
brate only four instruments, two
restored violins made 20 and 50 years
ago respectively, onenewviola and one
newviolin.

Method
The instruments wereplayed and lis-

tened to, each by at least five competent
string players, two or more of whom
wereprofessional musicians, who rated
by them on a scale of 1-10. Each player
understood that a rating of 1 would be
given to the poorest instrument they
hadevercomeacross, arating of5 would
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be awarded to an average instrument of
acceptable quality, and 10would be the
rating given to thebest instrument they
had ever heard or played. The players
rated the instruments twice, i.e., before
and after the instrument had been sub-
jectedto 500hours ofvibration.

A Beltone 10 ohm B 70A Bone con-
duction vibrator (RadioEar Corp, 1995)
was used to vibrate each of the instru-
ments. Its frequency response ranged
from about 250 - 4000 Hz. It was cou-
pled to the speaker output of a General
Electric Spacemakerradio tuned to a 24
hourCBC FM stereo station. Thevibra-
tor was placed on top of the bridge, be-
tween theDand A strings, andwaskept
securely in place by means of twoelastic
bands that crossed around the instru-
ments and overthetop ofthevibrator.

Theradio was tunedto the station and
the output level of the vibrator adjusted
so that a strongvibration was felt in all
four quadrants (backandbelly). A brief
sample of the introductory music
(Respighi's Ancient Airs- and Dances)
from Bob Kerr's program, entitled Off
theRecord, wasrecorded at the start and
at the end of the 500 hours vibration at
this level.

The sample wasrecorded in stereoata
distance of three inches above thefinger-
board nearthe/ holes using aDual type
33-9 19 Aelectret microphone and a
Sony model UL stereo tapedeck. The
output from the vibrating violin at the
microphone in this position was in the
order of 95 dB. The pair of recordings
obtained from each instrument were
then dubbed onto anotheraudiotape for
play-back toan audience to demonstrate
the marked differences betweenpre-and
post-vibratory samples.

Results and Discussion
Theresults (Table 1) showed that the

listeners/players were, with one excep-
tion (J for theviola)in close agreementon
the sound and playing quality of the in-
struments. Ratings for the two restored
instruments—both rated as being ofmod-
erate quality—support the notion that
some such instruments in the hands of a
good player sound better to a listener
than they sound to another person when

he/she is playing the same instrument.
Comparisons of the pre-and post vibra-
tion period judgments suggest that the
poorer the instrument at the outset, the
more likely it is to be rated as improved
following500hours ofvibration.

Simple overall ratings (likeother per-
ceptual measures of stringed instru-
ments) fail to tell the whole story. In
this study, certain musicians clearly re-
memberedspecific things aboutparticu-
lar instruments—how particular strings
sounded, whether there was a com-
pletely even tone across or on certain
strings, whether it was easy or difficult
to obtain rapid changes in dynamic
range, how quickly the instruments re-
sponded, and so on. However, while
some such features wererecognized by
certain players or listeners they did not
necessarily affect therating. Judgments
weremorebroadly based andreflected a
gestalt impression.

All participants weresure that the in-
struments had changed, and most

thought the changes werefor thebetter.
Two of the instruments wereplayed ex-
tensively after the vibration period was
over, the newviolin by anadvanced stu-
dent and the viola by a professional in
orchestral and solo performance. In
both case, further changes in tone and
playability emerged.

Many questions remain to be asked
about vibration as an artificial means of
playing-in an instrument. Does artifi-
cial vibration make trivial or truly im-
portant contributions to violin tone?
To what extent can it promote in new
instruments the qualities generally as-
cribed to older ones? What type of
stimulus is optimal? Is the vibration
provided by using anorchestra as the en-
ergy source more effective than using a
recording of a single instrument or
would driving the vibrator with a low-
frequency square wave be as effective?
What frequency response should an
ideal vibrator have? What levels of vi-
bratory intensity are desirable? What is
the optimal duration of vibration? Is
there an advantage in placing the vibra-
tor on theside rather than on top of the
bridge?

There is no doubt that frequency

change such as reported by Hutchins
and Rodgers (1992) occurs in woodthat
is vibrated. It occurs not justin violins
at moderate humidity but, as reported
by Huntand Balsam (1996), in beams of
spruce vibrated at high humidity. Do
changes from vibration such as those re-
ported here and elsewhere occur in all
parts of the violin or in oneplate more
than another? Does it affect the glue as
wellas the wood? Does it affect thepur-
fling and or thevarnish? Shouldmakers
make allowances for the effects of later
vibration on their instruments when
they aremaking them?

Follow up on someof these questions
might well prove to be useful, but the
number of variables associated with
each question is such that effective well
controlled studies will prove tobe diffi-
cult. Comparisons of input and output
using a spectrum analyzer would poten-
tially yield more quantitative data and,
perhaps reveal moreof the nature of the
changes that occur with vibration over
time.

Considerable further study of the
topic is merited. H CASJ
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Table 1-Judgments ofplaying and listeningbeforeand after500 hours ofvibration
Instrument1 (DB) Instrument 2 (Rl)

Pre-treatment Post-treatment Pre-treatment Post-treatment

Players Listen Play Listen Play Players Listen Play Listen Pla)
L 6 5 3 7 L 5 5 6 7

X 6 5 7 8 X 4 5 6 7

P 6 5 7 6 P 5 4 6 6

A 6 5 8 6 A 5 4 7 5

:d 6 5 7 6 D 5 4 5 6:

Mean 7.4 6.6 Mean 4 i 4.4 6.0 6.2

Instrument3 Viola Instrument4 (XT)

Pre-treatment Post-treatment Pre-treatment Post-treatment

Pla ers Listen Play Listen Play Players Listen Play Listen Play

T 8 8 9 9 T 8 3 9 9'

I 9 9 9 9 I 9 8 9 9

D 8 9 9 9 D 8 9 9 8

J 4 3 6 5 J 9 9 6 9

L 8 9 9 9 L 7 8 8 8

X 8 8 9 8 X 3 8 8 8

Mean 736 7.6 8.5 8.2 Mean 8.2 8.3 8.7 8.5
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USE OF A BENT TOP TO REDUCE LONG-TERM
VIOLIN DEFORMATION

Charles W. Gadd
218 Pheasant Run

Henderson, NC 28739

Using a bent violin top greatly reduced the tendencyfor string tension to cause the
neckto angleupward, themid-upperregion ofthe topplate tofall, andtheupperendof
thefingerboard to droop. A separatefive-yearstudy implies thata bent top shouldbe
significantly less subject to creep—the slow plastic deformation ofa material under
continuous loading—becauseofthelesseramountofgrainrunout.

Use of a top which has been bent to Measurement of Plate Deflection
shape while in therough, prior to Plate deflection was measured as illus-

final planing, scraping, and graduating tratedin Figure 1. Amachinist's dial in-
has been suggested in various publica- dicator, reading in thousandths of an
tions, notably by W. Fulton. If this is inch, was attached to the center of a
done, grain runout in the central upper light-weightbut stiff metal bridgewhich
and lower regions of the plate (where could be positioned transversely across
arching slants most steeply as viewed the violin and attached by small spool
from theside) is markedly reduced, and clamps to the edges of the upper bouts,
the woodcellswill run morecloselypar- Clearance holes were drilled through
allel to plate surfaces. Thissuggests that, thefingerboard such that readings could
asidefrom any effect upon tone, thepre- be madeof plate deflection as the strings
bending of the plate should result in were tightened or loosened. (This was
greaterlong- termstability of the instru- doneseveral times at eachposition to in-
ment, whether it be a violin, viola, or surerepeatability.) Thecombinedcorn-
cello. Notably, there should be less fin- pressive and flexural stresses setup by
gerboarddroop and consequentneed to string tension resulted in the downward
reduce bridge height or even reset the deflections shown. Thesewill of course
neckafter aperiod ofyears. varywith different plate graduation, but

Figure 1 - Top deflection under string tension

in this study conventional graduations
were employed, and minimum thick-
ness around the upper end of both the
carved and bent plates reached 2.4 mm.
As expected, grain runout and conse-
quently greaterflexibility of the carved
plates resulted in much greater deflec-
tion here. Differing thickness options
which onehas if theplate is bent are dis-
cussedbelow.
Creep Measurement

Generally,creep is related to stress re-
laxation (Gadd 1984),in that with creep,
constant loading rather than constant
deflection is imposed. Both developrap-
idly at first and progressively more
slowly with time. This is illustrated by
Figure 2, which compares the shape of
the relaxation curve from Gadd (1984)
with that of two creep curvespublished
in a U.S. Forest Products Wood Hand-
book Â).

Long term creep of the top plate will
be greatest in its mid-upper and lower
areas where arching slope is greatest. In
this study theprincipal objective was to
determine, on arelative basis, the degree
to whichthe geometryofaninstrument
might be stabilized by use of a bent
plate. Rather than attempt to make
complete instruments with both carved
and bent plates but otherwise identical,
and compare them after many years, it
was felt it would be preferable to con-
duct a simplified test program employ-
ing smallplate speciments.

Those chosen had longitudinal, verti-
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Figure 2 -Trends ofstressrelaxation and creep with time,from previousstudies

DAYS *"
Upperordinate is fractional relaxation oforiginal imposed stress.
In the lower graphs theForest Products Laboratory plotted creep deflection as a
fraction of initial elastic deflection. For example, after 500 days at 4000pounds per
sq. in. creepreached a valueequal to theinitial elastic deflection.

cal, grain (oriented as in a violin plate) Pairs with and without runout were
andwere 14.5 by 4 cm., with athickness then mounted on opposite sides of the
of2.77 mm., and similar to those oftwo simplefixture ofFigure 4,such that they
previous studies by the author were subjected to identical loading.
(1986,1989). A total of 10 specimens Loading springs wereselected which ap-
were employed, half with 7 degrees ru- plied a stressof 1300pounds persq. inch
nout and half withno runout, cut from (8960 kPa) along the central span where
Engelmann spruce blocks as shown in bending moment was uniform. Under
Figure 3soas to reduce error which the conditions of this type of test, long-
might result from extraneous material term creep is seen in Figure sto be re-
variables, ducedby 65% at theend of5 years.

Figure 3 - Method ofcutting specimens from a block to obtain 0 or 7 degreesof
runout ofgrain

Discussion
Aspointedout in the WoodHandbook

(U. S. Forest 1974), creep varies as a
function of temperature, humidity,
stress level, and seasoning. Further, the
degreeofgrain runout varies overthe in-
strument's plate surface. However, it
can be concluded that creep should be
markedly reduced by use of a bent top
and that long term stability of the in-
strumentshould definitelybe enhanced.

Choice of thicknessgraduations.
Elimination of grain runout of 7 de-

grees increased flexural stiffness by ap-
proximately 20%. Thus, if a plate is to
be bent rather than carved, two avenues
suggest themselves.

The bent plate could be given the
same graduations as a carved one in
the areas of greatest runout, in
which case onemight expecta little
greaterstrength oftone in the high-
frequency part of the sound spec-
trum. This seemed to be borne out

when listeners volunteered the
opinion that a bent top violin by
the author could be heard moreeas-
ily at theback ofahall.
The bent plate could be made thin-
ner in these same areas, to bring
stiffnesshere down to that ofcarved
plates, with resulting tone similar
to that of a carved plate. However,
long term stability would be less-
ened. H CASJ
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Gadd - Bent Top

Figure 4-Method ofapplying test loadingto pairedspecimens

Figure5- Relative creepwith andwithout grain runout

Ordinate is millimeters of curvatureremaining in specimens afterremoval from test
fixture atvarious times upto 5 years.



PAILLETTE INDICATORS:
an Alternative to the Blister Cup Indicators

Ake Ekwall
Hantverkargatan9

Theauthordescribesan improvement to a deviceforfinding variousresonancemodes
fortheviolin body.

As a commonrule says that nothing
is so good that it can't be better, I

worked further with myblister cup in-
dicator (Ekwall 1995). Its weakness is
that static electricity sometimes is a
source of irritation and a hindrance for
best function. And of course a quicker
survey could be good. So I searchedfor a
better indicator. And now I mean to
havefound it.

Figure 1 shows my new indicator. It
consists of a small stand of 0.3 mm soft
steel wire and a paillette put over its
hook. Thepaillette is made ofabout 0.1
mm thick plastic and has an 1 mmhole
through its center. Thestands canbe fas-
tenedwith a4 mmball ofoil claypressed
on verycarefullywith anarrowwooden
spatula.

When to decide the size and shape of
the vibrating part I had to my disposal a
bag with hundreds of paillettes in differ-
ent sizes and shapes, all with punched
holefor sewing on and all made of spar-
kling 0.1 mmthick coloredplastic. I ex-
perimented out which shapeand size re-
acted best for my wants. Those with
circular shape worked best. The small-
est circular ones, diameter 4 mm, with a
central hole seemed to react for the
smallest vibration. Their movements
however where difficult to observe. A
larger size gavelowersensitivity but was
easy to observe. I hadto weightthese de-
mands against each other. My best
choice was a paillette in diameter 1 1 mm
formed as something of a flower. (My
next best choice was a star-shaped pail-
lette in diameter 8 mm, with 5 tips.)

CASJ Vol. 3. No. 3 (Series II), May 1997

Ofcourse it would be possible for the
violinmaker to cut out the paillettes
neededfrom stiff paper orfrom plastic.
But Imeanit is important that all indica-
tors in a set of four really have the same
behavior. For that reason thebestpossi-
ble precision is needed. In this respect
thefactory made paillettes are very fine—andreadyfor use.

I call my new device ThePaillette Indi-
cator. It is tobe usedin the sameconnec-
tion as the previously described Blister
CupIndicator. M CASJ
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Figure 1 - Paillette indicator

The indicator hastwoparts:
1 -the stand, made of0.3 mm soft steel

wire

2 - thepaillette ofplastic, 0.1 mm thick

A8
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The Catgut Acoustical Societyis again pleased and proud to addto theprevious list of members who have been with us con-
tinuallyfor 25 years ormore.

CarlHugoAgren (1968) JohnMather (1972)
JontAllen (1972) NorthTexas State University (1972)
FrankL. Cash(1972)) DavidG. Proctor (1970)
NormanF. Edge(1972) RobertK. Rohe(1972)
JulianEmery (1972) RobertT. Schumacher (1972)
Thomas L. Finch (1972) William E.Slaby (1966)
DavidFinckel (1972) JohanSundberg (1 972)
NevilleFletcher (1972) EdwardWall (1972)
Charles W. Gadd(1972) OscarA. Wehmanen(1972)

Last November, Anne Cole presented arecital entitled "Vertical Strings" in conjunction with the Violin Societyof America
meeting in Albuquerque, NewMexico. Shefirst played the Alto Violin in a Dvorak Sonatina, followed by CesarFranck's

violin Sonata played on theTenor Violin and a Bridge Sonataplayed on thecello. Anne made the Alto and Tenorfollowing
CAS blueprints, and has played themfor over20years. She extended special recognition to Carleen Hutchins, "who pioneered
the waytowards new horizons in traditional classical music. CraigBrown, myaccompanist, has been open-minded andpatient
in dealing with themusical applications ofthe newadditions to theviolinfamily."

Through theinterest ofPamelaProscia, a groupofprofessional musicians in NewYork areexperimentingwith various Octet
instruments with theinterest ofcomposingfor them.

Rachael and PeterKyrsa plan topresentsomeof the Octet instruments this coming summerat theWinnepesaukee MusicFes-
tival.

OurRussian contact,Marina Meleschkina,who has been central in the development of the Octet in Russia, is nowmarried
to Brian Markot and living in New Hampshire. She is continuing to maintain ourrelationship with the St. Petersburg

Conservatory trying to securefundingfor the Octet. The group in St. Petersburg has made arecording for a CD, but funds are
neededto produce this. Wenow have availablefor sale at

$15.00

the 15minuteVCR whichthe Conservatorymade in 1995. This
contains a description of the Octet made by the Russians themselves—what they think of the Octet's potential alongwith ex-
cerptsfrom a 1994 Christmas concert, which was attendedby Roderick Skeaping. Comments ofSkeaping's experiencewith the
Octetfifteen years ago at theRoyal ConservatoryofMusic in London, comparing them to whathe hears now, are also included.
The text is in Russian with an overlay of English and gives a fine picture of what the Octet represents and its challenge to the
musicof thefuture.

Gregori Sedoukh is independently working with the Treble violin in addition to his playing with the Octet and the St. Pe-
tersburgPhilharmonic. He has composed anumber ofpieces for the Treble andplays themmagnificently, as illustrated in

a tapehe sentrecently. Heis hoping to find funds to havethis musicpublished. Heplayedthe Treblefor MstislavRostropovitch,
who hadneverbeforeseenourinstruments and"hewas admired ofyour works."

Dutch Public Televisionhas madea VCR whichwas aired in Holland last spring. Under the direction ofJoseph Wassink of
Rotterdam, with theTV crew, Pieter Guytand PiotrKuken, the TVshow onthe making and testing ofviolins in Holland

contains a commentaryby Adrian Houtsmaanda Dutchviolinmaker and includes shots of the 112EssexAvenue laboratoryand
shop withcommentsby CarleenM.Hutchins, as wellas severalmusical excerptsfrom ourOctet concertlast March.

Here are some comments on the two big volumes RESEARCH PAPERS IN VIOLIN ACOUSTICS, 1975-1993, C. M.
Hutchins, Editor, Virginia Benade, Associate Editor and published by the Acoustical SocietyofAmerica that are nowin

circulation. We quotea fewfor yourinterest:

"Thankyoufor yourepicwork. Ireceivedmycopy about amonth agoand havebeenreading it at every sparemomentsince.
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As arelative newcomerto vioin making, thesecollected papers contain a huge amount of immediately relevant information
whichI am surewill help meto makebetter instruments in thefuture."

"It was with greatdelight thatI received andbegan toread thecollection ofResearch Papers -. Iwas literally like a childwith
new toysat Christmas,tornbetween decisions about whattoread first as so many of thepapers related to problems I had previ-
ously encountered and questions arose in building my own violins. I certainly admire and appreciate the tremendous effort a
project of thisnaturerequires and hopethat world Lutherie realizes what atreasure andinspiration youhave beenwith yourpro-
lific production ofresearch information andyourseemingly tirelesspromotion ofthe workofothers through the CAS.—"

"Thetwo volumes arewonderful,a greatidea,masterfullyexecuted.I treasure them."

"Congratulations to Carleen and all who deserveit onthe twobeautiful volumes of reprints. It is already an enormous con-
venience to me, and a pleasure to find many papers that I did not know or had forgotten. And it is a particular pleasure to find
some reproduced in a betterform than theoriginals -particularly the onesfrom early CAS Bulletins. Someonewent to atremen-
dous amount of loving labor, andit ismuch appreciated."

Congratulations to an excellentpublication! We arereally impressed by yourfighting spirit which made the publication of
these volumes possible. The selection ofarticles seems to covermost of the recent work in thefield of violin acoustics. Layout
and printing make them apleasure to look into, andreading the back covercitations made us evenmorepleased. Even thevery
demandingphotos ofwoodstructurefrom theelectron microscopearea pleasure to study the details of. We are lookingforward
to using thebooks in ourdaily work!"

Your "ResearchPapers.... is thebest I eversaw. Congratulations!"

Anumber ofpeoplehave joinedthe CAS after reading thesebooks.

Bart Hopkins, editorofEXPERIMENTAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, in cooperation with theEllipsis Arts experimen-
tal instruments, hasproduced a 96-pagecolor bookwith 90photographs and73-minute CD, with a foreword by Tom Waits,

- "GRAVIKORDS, WHIRLIES & PYROPHONES." This includes a descriptionand photos ofsomeveryexciting and innova-
tive instruments - from aPhoton Clarinet to theAquavision and 25foot tall Bass Harp, as well asan article onthe Octet instru-
ments. Forfurther information -Ellipsis Arts,P.O. Box305,Roslyn, NY 11576; email elliarts@aol.com

Congratulations to HaroldColetta, aviolist and CAS memberfor over30 years,who wasfeted on his 80thbirthday. Under
the auspices of the NewYork ViolaSociety, hewill joinpianist Abba Bogin andviolinist Israel Chorbergfor an eveningof

solo and chamber works at Landon Gallery on March 27. Harold played the Alto Violin years agofor ourfirst recording with
FrankLewinfor the TVshow "Doctors and Nurses."

Bill Berman, who has played theAlto violin under his chinfor 24 years in orchestras and chamber music groupsfrom Israel to
New Zealandand in thePortland, Oregon Symphony, stopped by 1 12Essex lastfall or a nice visit. Otherswho have made

theirwayto 1 12include BrettAllen, Courtney Burroughs andLillie Wang ofPennsylvania Stateon aresearch visit,Dr. Nicholas
Cunningham, Knut Guettler of Norway, Young-Nam Kirn and his wife, Myoung-Ock, Ceslovas Kulevicius of Lithuania,
Eugene and Gina Levinson, Daniel Ling of Canada, Yoko Matsuda, Ted Mook, Pirn Radstake of the Netherlands, Professor
Kameshaar C. Wali ofSyracuse University and hiswife,Kashi, Paula and EdwardWall, Joris Wouters of Belgium....The list goes
onand it is always a joyto sharein theresearch, ideas andwork of interested anddedicatedpeople.
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IN MEMORIAM

GeorgeM.Boal
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ISMA '98 - INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ONMUSICAL ACOUSTICS:

TONE AND TECHNOLOGY IN MUSICAL ACOUSTICS
A joint symposium is being organized by the Catgut Acoustical Society and the Acoustical Society of America. It will take

placeJune 26-30, 1998,followingthe International Congress onAcoustics (ICA) to be heldduring thepreceding week in Seattle.
The location for this joint symposium is SLEEPINGLADY, a mountain retreat located about 2 1/2hours from Seattle just

east of the Cascades mountain range. The site offers excellent conferencefacilities in a spectacularsetting, and is a perfectstarting
point for subsequent outdoor activities or a familyvacation. Sleeping Lady accommodates about 120people on aroom-share
basis (2-4 persons to a room); nearby town accommodations and campsites are also available. For further details, consult their
web-site: http:/Vwww.sleepingladyresort.com. Bus servicefrom/to Seattle will be provided.

ISMA '98 will consider all areas of musical acoustics. Papers are invited in such areas as sound production in musical instru-
ments, singing, music perception and cognition, computers and music, music performance and theories ofmusic. Workshops
areplannedfor luthiersand others interested in applyingacousticalprinciples to thedesign ofmusical instruments.

ISMA '98 provides an opportunity for acousticians attending the ICA meeting to focus on musical acoustics and to interact
with instrument-makers andfellowparticipants.

Ifyou are interestedin participating, pleasereturn a copyof thereply form as soonas possible. More detailedinformation will
beforthcoming. AnISMA'9B Website site is available at : http://www.boystown. org/isma9B/

Organizing Committee: Maurits Hudig,Douglas Keefe, Charles Schmid

Technical Program Committee: JosephCurtin, UweHansen,William Hartmann, OliverRodgers, ThomasRossing (Chair)

Abstracts (200words or less) must be receivedonorbeforeNovember 15, 1997at the Catgut Acoustical Society, 1 12Essex Ave-
nue,Montclair, NJ 07042, USA. Abstracts maybefaxed: 201-744-9197 orCAS E-mail: CATGUTAS@msn.com
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RECENT MEETINGS, WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS

CAS members represented at the Third JointMeetingof the Acoustical Society of Americaand theAcoustical Society of
Japan, heldin Honolulu, Hawaii,December2-6, 1996, presentedthefollowingpapers:

Session IaSC Speech Communication: Lexical Factors in the use ofspoken language (Poster Session): included paperby W. J.
Strong, B. L. Brown, M. P. Spackman, R. Wang and S. Feldstein, "Identification, vocal rating, and acoustical measurement of
acted emotion." Session lpNSb Noise: Soundpropagation-barriers andabsorption: included paperbyH. Suzuki,M. Okoshi,N.
Shiroko andK. Kido, "A measurement method ofan oblique-incidence absorption coefficient." Session IpPA Physical Acous-
tics: Nonlinear acoustics II: included paperby R. S. Makin,E. C. Everbach andM. F. Hamilton, "Experimentalresults for trans-
mission of a finite- amplitude focused sound beam ata curvedinterface between two media." Session 2aNS Noise: Sound Qual-
ity: includedpaperbyK. Kido,K. Kawahami, H. Suzuki andT. Ona, "Effect ofexhaust pipe connection on theexhaustnoise of
aninternal combustion engine." Session 2pSA Structural Acoustics andVibration: Applications of Near-Field Acoustic Holog-
raphy in Structural Analysis: Earl G. Williams, Cochair, included his invited paper "Recentadvances in exterior and interior
NAHat NRL;" L. M. Wang and C. B. Burroughs, "Near-field acoustic holographymeasurementsof the acoustic radiation from
violins." Session 3pPP Psychological andPhysiological Acoustics: Auditory Organization,Loudness and Pitch: included paper
byS. Lakatos, S. McAdams and R. Causse, "Therepresentation ofauditorysourcecharacteristics: Simple geometric form." Ses-
sion 4aMUb Musical Acoustics: Traditional instruments of Japan and the Americas: Isao Nakamura, Cochair and Thomas D.
Rossing, Cochair, includedinvitedpapersbyK.Kishi, Y.Tohnai andM. Yamada, "The 'Satsuma' biwa;" T. D. Rossingand U.J.
Hansen, "Acoustics of Caribbean steelpans." Session4aSC Speech Communication: Speech Technologies: Research and Appli-
cations (Poster Session): included papers by K. Koishida, K. Tokuda, T. Kobayashi and S. Imai, "Spectral representation of
speech using mcl- generalized cepstral coefficients; T. Masuko,K. Tokuda, T.Kobayashi and S. Imai, "HMM-basedspeech syn-
thesis with various voice characteristics;" K. Tokuda, T.Kobayashi, T. Masuko andS. Imai, "Quantization ofvector sequences
usingstatistics of neighboringinput vectors." Session 4pMU Musical Acoustics: Performance: includedpaper by A. Friberg and
J. Sundberg, "Motion as music: Comparing final ritards with stopping runners;" D., Naganuma and I. Nakamura, "The touch
precursor of thepiano tone;"K. Guettler and A. Askenfelt, "On the duration ofpre-Helmholtz triggering in bowedviolin at-
tacks." Session4pPPPsychological andPhysiological Acoustics: Physiological Acoustics: includedpaperby C. L. Talmadge, A.
Tubis and G. R. Long, "All-pole representation of thecochlear input impedance, modal representation of the ear canal signal,
andreflectance in the earcanal in thepresence ofspontaneousotoacoustic emissions. "Session4pSC Speech Communication: Ro-
bust Speech Recognition (Poster/Lecture Session): included paper by T.Kobayashi, T. Masuko, S. Imai andK. Tokuda, "Noisy
speech recognition using HMM- based cepstral parameter generationand compensation." Session SaAA Architectural Acous-
tics: Acoustical Measurements andAssessment in Halls I: included papers byA. J. M. Houtsma, H.J.Martin, C. C. J.M. Hakand
C. J. vanDonselaar, "Measuring the effectiveness ofspecial acoustic provisions in a concerthall;" D. Stanzial, "A rigorous linear
model for the local reverberation time." SessionSaMU MusicalAcoustics and SignalProcessing in Acoustics: Electronic Synthe-
sis and Analysis: Julius O. Smith 111, Cochair, included invited paper by A. J. Chaigne, C. Lambourg, "Newdevelopments in
time-domain modeling ofplates for the simulation ofstring instruments." Contributed papers by G. P. Scavone andJ. O. Smith,
111, "Digitalwaveguide modeling ofwoodwind toneholes;" R. Causse andA. Rousseau, "Comparison of the directivity ofwood-
wind instruments: Improvement of diffusion techniques in sound synthesis by physical modeling." Session SaSA Structural
Acoustics and Vibration: Scattering andPropagation: Courtney B. Burroughs, Cochair. Session SaSC Speech Communication:
Prosodic andTemporal Aspects of Speech (Poster Session): includedpaperby A.M. McAllister, S. H. Hibi andJ. Sundberg, "A-
coustic and perceptual measurements of hoarseness in-children's voices." Session SaSP Signal Processing in Acoustics: General
Signal Processing: included papers by W. L. Putnam, and J. O. Smith, "Optimal Chebychevinterpolation filters for accurate
beamsteering;" T. Ono, H. Suzuki M. Fukushima andK.Kido, "Deformation of impulse response estimates by the time win-
dows in the cross-spectral technique." Session SpAO Acoustical Oceanography and Underwater Acoustics: Bubble Measure-
ments Near the Ocean Surface II: included invited paper by H. Medwin, "On counting ocean bubbles acoustically." Session
SpMU MusicalAcoustics: General:Keinosuke Nagai, Chair,included papersby H. Tanaka,K. MizutaniandK. Nagai, "Two-di-
mensionalmotion ofa single piano string;" R. J.Hansonand H.K. Macomber, "Generationofhigherharmonics from nonlinear
effects in a driven vibrating wire;" C. Wilbur and T. D. Rossing, "Vibrational modes of cymbals and Chladni's law;" P. L.
Hoekje, "Spectral energy balance in wind instruments;" H. Honma, K. Mizutani,K. Nagai, T. Idogawa, "Measurement of the
impulse response of an oboe air column;" T. Tachibana,K. Onodera,K. Takahashi and T. Idogawa, "Hysteric transitions be-
tween vibratory statesexcitedin a cylindrical aircolumn blown by theclarinet mouthpiece."
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FUTURE MEETINGS

International Symposium onMusical Acoustics, University of Edinburgh,August 19-22, 1997. For information contact:Ar
nold Myers, University of Edinburgh, Reid Hall, Bristo Square, Edinburgh EHB 9AG, Scotland. TEL: +44(0)131-650 2423:
FAX: 44(0) 131-6502425; E-mail: A.Myers@ed.ac.uk

Acoustical Society ofAmerica, SanDiego, CA, December 1-5, 1997

Joint 1997Conferenceof theAustralian Acoustical Societyand theFifth InternationalCongress on Soundand Vibration,
University ofAdelaide, South Australia, December 15-18, 1997.For information, contact: Congress Secretariat: Fifth Interna-
tional Congress on Sound and Vibration, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Adelaide, 5005 Australia.
TEL: 61-8-8303-5460;FAX: 61-8-8303-4367;
E-mail : icsvs@watt.mecheng.Adelaide.edu.au

International Congress on Acoustics, Seattle, Washington, June 20- 26, 1998.

7th International Congress on Noise as aPublic Health Problem, November 22-27, 1998, Sydney, Australia. For informa-
tion: The Congress Secretariat, Noise Effects '98, GPO Box 128, Sydney, NSW 2001. TEL: 612 9262 2277; FAX: 611 926 2
2323; E-mail: tourhosts@tourhosts.com.au

Summer String Institute of the California Lutheran University will hold aworkshop May 19-June 20, 1997. Co-sponsored
by the Office ofContinuing Education and theDepartment ofMusic, the courses will include basic bow making, violin build-
ing, repair and maintenance. For further information, contact the Office of Continuing Education, 60 West Olsen Road,
Thousand Oaks, CA91360-2787.

24th Annual VIOLIN CRAFTSMANSHIP INSTITUTEof the University ofNew Hampshire Continuing Education will
take place June 2 - August 15, 1995. The workshops will include basic maintenance and minor repairs, intermediate and ad-
vancedviolin repairs; bow rehairing andrepair; violin building workshop. For information call UNH VIOLIN CRAFTS-
MANSHIP INSTITUTE 603-862-1088, or write to Violin Institute,UNH Continuing Education, Brook House, 24 Rose-
maryLane, Durham, NH03824-3528.

3rdAnnual CELLO FESTIVAL will takeplace June 6-8, 1997at the University of Connecticut,Storrs, CT. For information:
501 Linn Street, Ithaca,NY 14850. Tel: 607-277-5372.

10thAnnual Princeton Workshop, June22- 29, 1997, offers stringplayers theopportunity to play chamber music, attend con-
certs, master classes, workshops. For information: MaryAnn Thomas, Jerry Banks, Directors, 924 Riverside Aye,Trenton,
NJ OB6IB. TeI: 609- 599-2569. E-mail: PlayWeek@juno.com

1lthAnnual StringedInstrumentRestoration Workshop The Oberlin Conservatory ofMusic in cooperation with the Vio-
lin Society of Americaannounces the workshop to take place June29 -July 25, 1997. The workshop will include bowrepair
and aspecial week-longworkshop led by Curtin and Alf demonstrating the techniques andmaterials usedin copying Classical
Period stringed instruments. For further information: Office of Outreach Programs, Conservatory ofMusic, Oberlin Col-
lege, Oberlin,OH440743. (216-775-8044).
E-mail: anna_hoffman@qmgate.cc.oberlin.edu

Symposium '97 -The Association of Stringed Instrument Artisans will take place June 11-14, 1997 at the University of Ver-
mont in Burlington. For information call David Vinopal, P.O. Box341,Paul Smiths, NY 12970. Telephone: 518-891-5379.

1997SummerSessions of the Vermont MusicArts Centerwill occur July 6 - 26, 1997at Lyndon State College,Lyndonville,
Vermont. For information: Joan Miller, P.O. Box240,Berkeley Heights, NJ07922. Telephone: 908-464-6933.
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Graduate Program in Acoustics: A two weekprogram will beheldJune4 -July 1, 1997at Pennsylvania State University, Uni-
versity Park Campus. For information: Graduate Program in Acoustics, P. O. Box 30, State College, PA 16804-0030. Tele-
phone: 814-865-6364.Fax: 814-865-3119. E-mail: acoustics@sabine.acs.psu.edu.

World Cello Congress IIwill be heldJuly 1- 7, 1997 in St. Petersburg, Russia. The Congress will honor the 70th birthday of
MstislavRostropovich (who plays a cello made for him by CAS memberRobert Spear ofAccokeek, MD). The Congress will
be aforum for the world's greatestmusicians, conductors, composers, andinstrument manufacturers from aroundthe world.
Telephone: 410-830-3451. Fax: 410-830-4012.
E-mail: e&a7bre@toe.towson.edu.WWW site: http//www.towson.edu/"breazeal/cello.htm.

Hans J.Nebel: Violin RepairWorkshops, June 9 throughJuly 4, 1997at NorthAdams State College, NorthAdams, MA. Call
OfficeofLifelongLearningat4 13-662-5575for moreinformation.

The CAS Journal
acknowledges the assistance of the following persons asreviewers
during 1996and 1997:

Ronald Bagley
George Bissinger
Edith Corliss
AkeEkwall
Carleen Hutchins
Erik Jansson
Nils-Erik Molin
John Randerson
Oliver Rodgers
Thomas Rossing
Robert Schumacher
Edward Shaw
Edward Wall
Gabriel Weinreich
James Woodhouse
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Theopinions expressedarethoseofthereviewerandarenotnecessarily endorsedby theEditorial BoardofthisJournal.

RESEARCH PAPERS IN VIOLIN ACOUSTICS 1975-1993

Edited byCarleen Hutchins and VirginiaBenade
AcousticalSocietyofAmerica,Woodbury NY(1996)
2 Volumes. ISBN 1-56396-609-3. Price

$210.

These two massive (1350 large pages and more than 4kg in weight) andbeautifully producedvolumes bearwitness to the level
ofcontinuing interest in violin acoustics around the world. There is undoubtedly much that is of practical interest to scientifi-
cally minded violin makers, but the main readership will be found among those concerned with understanding the science be-
hind the sound.

Two earliervolumes,also edited by Carleen Hutchins andpublished in 1975and 1976in theBenchmark Papersseries,brought
togetherkey papers up to about 1975, and thepresentvolumes bring usup to almost thepresent day. Theyprovide ready access
to virtually all thekey literature in thefield (all but two of thepapers are in English), andwill be essential additions to thebook-
shelves of all thoseconcernedwith the acoustics ofstring instruments .

A major question in anyreprint collection such as this, once thekey papers have been identified, is that of arrangement. The
editorshave chosen a presentation based upon violin anatomy, startingwith the bowedstring and building up through thebe-
haviorof thebridge, soundpost,plates and aircavity to thecomplete instrument. This corematerial is enclosedbetween an intro-
ductory section on sound radiation and concluding sections on materials, psychoacoustics, and some miscellaneous matters.
Each major section is prefacedby a short essay by the editors, giving ahistorical introduction and anoverview of its content, and
noting a goodselection ofother important papers. Thewholevolume beginswith a longerhistorical reviewof "350 Yearsof Vio-
lin Research" whichreaches back to themid-1 6th century andprovides awelcomeperspective.

This is certainly a reasonable approach, but unfortunately each section is arranged alphabetically by author, rather than fol-
lowingany logicalpattern. Thus, the very first paperin Volume 1 is a nice but technical piece on the constant-Q spectral trans-
form, whereas it might have been bettertobegin with JurgenMeyer's paperon "TheSound of the Orchestra". The same is true
of theexcellent survey papers by Arthur Benade on "Musical Acoustics," by Mclntyre and Woodhouse on "The Acoustics of
Stringed Musical Instruments," andby Mclntyre, Schumacher and Woodhouse "On the Oscillations ofMusical Instruments,"
which areburied in the misleadingly titled Section J, "AcousticTheory and Research Techniques," beginningonpage 1147. I rec-
ommend that youread thesepapersfirst, before divinginto the moredetailed literature.

Clearlythis is not a collection for thebeginner, and it is assumed evenin the introductory summaries that the reader knows
most of the technicalbackground. (Those without this essential arereferred by theeditors to the New GroveDictionary.) The
papers are, however, for the mostpart very well writtenand quite straightforward, andcould beread with advantage by anyone
interestedin thesubject andwith areasonable knowledgeofacoustics.

It is atest ofa compilation suchas this to see whetherthe reviewerfinds most ofhis ownfavorites amongthe contents, and also
some good papers that have missed his attention. The books are a success onboth counts. Only four pre-1975 papers are in-
cluded, such as John Schelleng's classic "The Violin as a Circuit" and Carleen Hutchins' "Founding of a Family ofFiddles," and
theremaining papersspanthe citedyears,though with a surprising emphasis onrecent papers—47of the 121 papersarefrom the
four-yearperiod 1990-93 ,and there are actually two papersfrom 1994. Perhaps there has been arecent explosion ofactivity in the
field. Originalsources areprimarily JASA, JCAS andAcustica, as onewouldexpect, thougha few less wellknown journalsalso
feature.

It is perhaps invidious topick out particular papers for mention,but worthwhileto highlightsomeof the developments in the
field in thepast 20 years. The important series by Mclntyre, Woodhouse and Schumacher onbowed-string dynamics is mostly
included, and this workis complemented bypapersby Gough and others onnonlinearity and stringresonances. We nowhave a
fairly thoroughunderstanding of thisessential topic.

The mainfocus ofstudies of the violin itself has, however,long been onplateresonances. These are the designparameters that
are most directly under thecontrol of the maker, andfairlyclearly distinguish the musical response ofoneviolinfrom that of an-
other. The period underreview has seen thefurther development ofholographic interferometry, introducedin theearly 19705,
as a prime experimental technique for studying plate modes, and this has been supplemented by finite-element calculations on
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typical instruments and by examination of theair modes in thecavity and theircoupling toplate vibrations. Papers byHutchins
and her collaborators, and by the Stockholm group, are well representedin this section, and Rodgers, in particular, has related
thefindings to practical instrument making. It would be too much to claim that the subject is nowwell understood,since there-
lations between mode frequencies and subjective musical evaluation remain empirical, but thepapers in these volumes make it
clear thatour stockofknowledge has expandedgreatly.

Papers inthesection onwood are mostly quiterecent andreflect a growing interest in understanding theproperties of this im-
portant material from afundamental viewpoint. The dampingproperties at audio frequencies areperhaps the most important
parameters to measure and control, since these tend to shape the overall spectrum of the violin response—variations in elastic
moduli and density can mostly be accommodated by changes in plate profile, though the precise ways in which this should be
doneare not always entirely clear. Ultrastructurestudies by electron microscopy, supplementedby acoustic measurements,are
a direct wayofapproachingtheunderstandingof dampingbehavior, andarebeginning toyielduseful information. Butwoodis a
sensitive material, theproperties ofwhich vary with age, mechanical history, humidity, and temperature. The effects ofsurface
treatmentswith filler andvarnish arebroadly understood, but there is much still to becodified in relation to best practice.

Thesection onpsychoacoustics is something ofa mixed bag. All thepapers are goodandinteresting, but therelevance of some
of them to violin acoustics is rather slender—the two excellentpapers by Pollard and Jansson,for instance, dealprimarily with
perception oforganpipe sounds. The paperon vibration sensation andfinger touchby Askenfelt andJansson, however, appears
to break new groundin aninteresting way.

Thecollected papers conclude with some general works in a sectionrather strangely entitled "Acoustic Theory and Research
Techniques",whichwould have been better arrangedas theintroductory sectionto thevolume, anda briefselection on "TheFu-
ture"ofviolin research.

Thevolumes end with brief biographies ofall the authors involved—a veritable Who's Who of the violin acoustics world. In-
cluded amongthebiographies is a welcome extendedessay onthe life and times ofArtBenade, who was a dominant figure in the
world ofmusical acoustics for several decades. The second volume also contains an extensive list of references to papers men-
tioned in the editorial notes, and a complete indexto the CASJournal 1964-1994. There is also anauthor indexfor thepublished
papers,anda somewhat sketchy subject index,but I foundbothof theserather unsatisfactorybecause thereferencing systemis to
paper codes rather than topage numbers. This makes it very troublesome to locate any particular citation, since the volume
pagesdo not carry thesecodes. This is, however,a minor quibble aboutan otherwiseexcellentproduction.

In summary, the editors are to be congratulated on doinga fine jobin selecting and assembling this definitive set ofpapers.
These aretwo volumes thatyoucannot afford to be without!

NevilleFletcher

Emeritus Professor
Department ofElectronicMaterials Engineering
Research School ofPhysical Sciencesand Engineering,
Australian NationalUniversity, CANBERRA, ACT0200, AUSTRALIA

Editor's Note:In thenextissue wewillreview these two volumesfrom a luthier'sperspective.
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NIL*

The Journal contains a lot ofgood technical descriptions. But, if CAS is meant tobe aninternational society, please, inspect
better if everything is readable outsideU.S.A. Apoorexamplefrom theMay (94) issue p: 24

...aRadio Shack speaker#40-1325A
It gives no information for a reader in Sweden. An address to Radio Shack perhaps could help. But better in such a case, I
suppose,must beto give also the values concerning the speaker.

Ake Ekwall, Hantverkargaten 9, S-777 30 SMEDJEBACJKEN, Sweden

Editor:Pointtaken. We will askauthors toprovide thenecessary technical informationas wellas thecommercial information.

I statedin my lettertotheEditor that the violins are made "without tuningtheunmountedplates as practicedby many today."
That statement is absolutely true. To imply [as in theMay 1996CASJournal]that not "tuning" theplates means they are not

graduated is wrong. To many in the CAS tuning is synonymouswith graduating;however, nothing could be further from the
truth. I graduatetheplates first, byworking them ontheinside in avery careful mannerchecking thebending quality byfeel, and
second, after they aremounted on the ribs the channel is developed and blended into the arch. It would be impossible to know
the actual frequencies ofmodes 1, 2, and 5 unless oneweretoremovetheplates and check them. I have a feeling that the great
masters ofthepastdid somethingmoreor less likeI do, and they seemto havehad prettyfair results. -

I have no trouble with those who want tobend their plates and also "tune" them to a preconceived scheme such as bi-tri-
octaves. It presents a challenge to the violin maker; however, I believe it has little to do with the assembledviolin. Today even
those who practice such methods are finally recognizing that afterassembly there is worktobe done. This isnow touted as the
nextfrontier and is presented by Carleen Hutchins as "BeyondPlate Tuning -A MeasurableResult." You tapthefour quadrants
in theassembled violin;andif youdon't like whatyou hear,you removewoodfrom selectedplaces on theplates. Oops -there go
thebi-tri-octaves!

Keep upthe goodwork, keep onbending andprotecttheresults with terpenevarnish -you can't gowrong.

William Fulton, Idyllwild, CA

FIDDLE AFTER A VIOL-PLAYER'S HEART: MONSTER PROGRESS REPORT, PART DEUX. In the last
installment of this report, a sequel was promised for later. At present, enough impressions have been gathered to be of

interest. I will take it in installments, namelystrings, musical uses, playing impressions andproblems, and finally a cryfor help in
finding literatureto play!

String problem
Finding theright strings for my alto violin turned out to be a longand also mighty expensiveprocess. To begin with, it was

strung up with a massive steel string for the top (diameter 0.36 mm, usable but no more) and various perlon core strings for the
others. Exactly which is not too interesting, since they all turned out to be too heavy. After much thinking, it struck me that
maybe a solution could be found among viol strings, andso it turned out. The g string turned out to have the same lengthand
pitch as a bass viol C string grippedat fret #7. Such a string, shortened and used as an alto violin g, would thus be working at

design tension and shouldbe comfortablyplayable, whichit is. Analogously, the a' string has the same length andpitch as a bass
viol top d' string grippedat fret #7. Consequently, a bass viol d' gut string was installed as a top string. The mostproblematical
string was thesecond ord. Here, a bass viol cstringwas too thick(it originally givesb natural at fret 7) and worked at too much
tension when tuned up to pitch. In the end, the excellent string maker Damian Dlugolecki made two GT (Graduated twist)
smooth gut strings for the d' and g strings, anda standard bass viol topstring from the samemakerwas used asa top string. Thus,
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thefinal stringsetbecomes, for a' =440 Hz

Thus, thebest string set turns out tobevery like whata Viola Tenorewould have
had during the 17th century! The effect of this string set is nothing less than a
revelation. All three gut strings have a round, warmand beautiful tone with quite
livelyharmonics. They are easytobow, eventhough theideal bow has not yetbeen
found. They stay in tune quite well and blend well with the Dominant bottom
string.

Musical uses
My alto has nowseen somevarious musical uses. The first was an assortmentof

Italian madrigals by Claudio Monteverdi. Here, it was usedas a support for various
voices (mostly tenors) and was very successful. On this occasion the gut string set
hadnot yetbeen installed,but, on theotherhand, the alto was usedat a' =415 Hz, (a
pitch where this fiddle is quite at home) so that the too tense perlon strings were
somewhatrelaxed.

The nextmusical use was in the alto parts ofsome sonatasa'4and 5 by Giovanni Battista Vitali. Hereviols were used in the
other parts, which necessitated some moderation in volume. This is a typeof literature where the alto violin should be very
useful indeed. The combination soundedvery nice.

Some 18th century music has also been played, in all of which the gut string set was used. In a concert suite in F by Georg
Philipp Telemannfor recorder, two violins,viola andcontinuo the alto played the viola part, which workedfine. With a bit of
volume moderation balance was quite good, The continuo was harpsichordonly, sincewe had noplayerfor the bass line. If one
is found wemayhaveto adjust balancesomewhat.

In a quadro in g minor for recorder, violin,viola and continuo, also by Telemann, the viola part was played. This part is
excellent for practice, since it can be fingered in many different ways. In a Quintet in F by J. C. Pepusch for tworecorders, two
violins and continuo the alto played the violin IIpart, which was quite feasible with some use ofsecond and 3rd positions, and
gave me a chance to air the nowextremely nice top string. This piece wasalso tried with twofiddles as indicated, but the viola
versionis nicer— the alto adds alot ofcolor.

Forprivate practice twoparticular piecesshouldbe mentioned. One is a Haydntrio in C(originally a baritone trio), the viola
partofwhichis excellentpractice stuff, and the otheris Carl Philip Emmanuel Bach's remarkable trio for bass recorder, violaand
continuo. Both of theseuse Ist, 2ndand 3rdposition but in quite akindly manner. So far I havehad noopportunity toplay any
ofthesetwo with thefull instrumentationbut amlooking forward to it.

General Playing Impressions
The initial impression of extreme "ergonomicity" remains. This fiddle fits human anatomyto perfection. Why an end pin

should be considered necessary is beyondmy comprehension. It sits on one's calves perfectly, and a violine is a quite sufficient
security blanket in caseofslippery clothing.

Fingering thebeast is another matterentirely. I myselfhaveunusually small hands (I havebeen married twice, and bothwives
had bigger handsthanI),which means that Ist position wasquite difficult toget used to,particularly in extended groupings. On
the other hand, all other positions are actually more comfortable (less cramped) and exact intonation is easier than on the
standardviola/trebleviol string length ofabout 360 mm.

Ason any vertical instrument,shifting is quitesimple. When one'sleft thumbhits wood, 4thposition is reached. Besides,like
anygoodfiddle, this beastsignals in no uncertainterms whetherI amin tune or not.

Bowresponse is excellent. I am uncertainif Ihavefound theright bow, but the oneI have (standard, labeled "viola," cheap) is
probably too heavy. This also goes for my baroque (snakewood) bass-viol bow. The best so far seems tobe to use my standard
bowbut to grip it baroque style.

Cry for help
For such amagnificent instrument, there seems to be quiteremarkably little music toplay. Whereas music cataloguescontain

pages andpages ofmusic where a tenorviol is expected, the amount ofmusic for viola is pitifully small. Of coursethe altoviolin
is a magnificent instrument ("violatenore") for early music. I am not referring to orchestral music (not my cup of tea) but to
music of moderate difficultyrequiring not too many players, i.e., chamber music. Any tips will be vividly appreciated. The
most likely areato look seemstobe 17thcenturyItalian and Germanmusic. Has anyonewrittena goodtutoryet?

Carl H. Agren,Linkoping, Sweden

String Type Diameter Maker

a' GTgut 14PM Damian
Dlugolecki

d' GTgut 20PM Damian
Dlugolecki

g GTgut 26PM Damian
Dlugolecki

c Perlon, Dominant,
over- cello

G,

soft
spun
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Alexander "Sandy"Bell currently teachesDigitalElectronics, Control Systems andHistory ofPhysics at Heriot-Watt Univer-
sity. He is anexternalexaminer in Musical Instrument Technologyfor SCOTVEC. Hewishes heknew moreabout the harp.

JosephCurtin studiedmusic andphilosophy at the University ofToronto before becoming a violinmaker underthe guidance of
Otto Erdesz. Co-founder of Curtin & Alf, hespecializes in building newviolins andviolas, as well ascollaborating with Uni-
versity ofMichigan physicist Gabriel Weinreich onvariousresearch projects.

AkeEkwall is along-time member of CAS andis particularly well known for his investigations into theprinciples ofviolin de-
sign. Theseculminated in his twovolume set, TheArtofDrawingA Violin, publishedin 1994.

Carolyn W. Field is a graduate ofSwarthmore College (BA 1948) and the University ofHouston (MA 1973). She worked as a
student and thencolleague of Careen Hutchins between 1977and 1989. Since 1989 she has made stringed instruments in her
shopin Oak Ridge Sheis in theprocess ofcompleting instrument numbers 25 - 28 .

FrankH. Field is a graduateofDuke University (IBS 1943, MA 1944, Ph.D. 1948) andworked as aphysical chemist until hisre-
tirement in 1989.His appointment prior to retirement was that of Henry and Camille Dreyfus Professor in The Rockefeller
University,NewYork.

Neville Fletcher is a long-time CAS member andEmeritus Professor, Department ofElectronic MaterialsEngineering Research
School ofPhysical Sciences andEngineering,Australian National University.

Lars Fryden is Professorof ensemble playing at theSwedish Radio Music School in Edsberg. His interest in violin acoustics and
musical performance hasresulted in extensive cooperationwith Erik Jansson,Benedykt Niewczyk, and others.

Charles W. Gadd made his first violin at age 15. Whilestill athigh school agehe built anelaborate model ofaroyal coach of the
Napoleonic era, winning a scholarship competition sponsored by General Motors. He was graduated from MIT, where he
wrotea thesis on the vibrational characteristics of automotive engines. At GM Research until his retirement, he supervised
workon strengthofmaterials,vibration,and automotivesafety.

Erik V. Jansson is Associate Professor ofAcoustics at theRoyal Institute ofTechnology (KTH), Stockholm, Sweden. After re-
ceiving his Ph. D., he spent a year as a research assistant at Case Western Reserve University, where he worked with Arthur
Benade. Heis the author ofmanypaperson musical acoustics.

RobertT.Jones is aretired NASA aerodynamicist who became interested in making violinswhen his 12 yearold daughter left
hersout in arainstorm. Since thenhehas made twelve violins andthree violas.

MeadKillion is thefounder and president ofEtymotic Research and Adjunct Professor ofAudiology at Northwestern Univer-
sity. An author of manypapers in acoustics, pyschoacoustics, transducers, and hearingaids, heholds manypatents for his in-
ventions. As a recent consultant to the Chicago Symphony, he has helped introduce high fidelity hearing protection for
musicians.

Daniel Ling worked initially as an audiologist and educator of the deaf. Subsequently, he was for many years a professor at
McGill University in Montreal, Quebec, where he specialized in aural rehabilitation. He established his violinshop in 1991
andhas been amemberofCAS for 15years.

Hajo C. Meyer, afteraresearch career insemiconductor and gas dischargephysics, Meyer spent twentyyears in the management
ofPhilips Research Laboratories Eindhoven, the Netherlands. Helearned violin making in England from Wilf Saunders, Pat-
rick Jowettand thelate RowanArmour-Brown. Heis nowafull-time maker limiting himself tothe making ofnewviolins and
violas for professionalplayers.

BenedyktK. Niewczyk is a fourth generation violinmaker andmanager,with hisfather, of the oldest andlargest musical instru-
ment workshop in Poland. He studied Physics and theAdam MickiewiczeUniversity in Poznan. He simultaneously studied
violinmaking with his father. Since graduating from the university, he has worked full-time making and repairing
instruments.

Oliver Rodgers is a mechanical engineer andviolin player who became fascinated uponretirement with the intricacies of mak-
ing and technicallyunderstandingviolins. Hehas beena frequent contributor totheJournal.



EditorialProceduresforPublications
Members are sometimesconcerned that papers they submit for

the CAS Journalare not alwayspublished in the upcomingissue. It
may helptounderstand thepublication process andschedule:

Whenyour paper is received, the Editor sends itto someone con-

versant with the topic and qualifiedto review the paper. This can
take several months. If changes are needed, the editor sends the
paperback to you with suggestions for corrections. When you re-

turn thepaper andthe editoragreesthatit is readyfor publication, it
enters the queuefor space in the next issue. If the paper is not suit-

able for the CAS Journal, the editorwill informyou andexplainthe
reasons. TheJournalgivespriority to short notes of 1000words or
less.

Please note that submitting a manuscript for editorial considera-
tionisarepresentation that thepaperhasnot beencopyrighted,pub-
lishedelsewhere, orunder considerationforpublicationelsewhere.

Itemssubmitted for consideration in the News and Correspon-
denceand Meetings, Workshops, Seminarscolumns mustreach us
by February25 for the Mayissue and by September 15for the No-
vemberissue.

Guidelinesfor SubmittingPapers
Submit allpapers to

CASJournal
CatgutAcoustical Society
112EssexAvenue
Montclair, NJ07042

Provide threecopies ofa neat andlegible paper. Double-space,
typeorprint,andnumberthepages.

Review andfollow the style of paperspublished in this issue of
the CAS Journal. Note that if your paperis acceptedfor publica-
tion, the editorwill provide a style sheet with precise instructions
for preparing the final manuscript to meet Journal requirements.
References, in particular, must be prepared accurately and format-
ted asprescribed. We strongly encourageauthors to submit a copy

of the final manuscript on a 3 1/2 inch floppydisk. We can accept
most commonwordprocessorformats. Submittingmanuscriptsin
machine-readable form facilitates rapid and accurate publication
andhelps the Societyholddownpublication costs. Wewill askyou
to submit accuratedrawings ofanyfigures, suitable for publication,
with the final manuscript. If the figures, charts, graphs, etc. have
beengeneratedby computer, pleasesubmit themonthefloppydisk.
We canworkwithmost graphicformats.

The text of Journal manuscripts should normally not exceed
6000 words (approximatelysix Journal pages, including illustra-
tions). Limit notes to 1000words. Discussion of materialprevi-
ously published in theJournal maybe submitted as a Letterto the
Editor and should not exceed 500 words. Closure to discussions
prepared by authors and reviewers should not exceed 250 words
per discussion.
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